A NOTE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Since the resignation of Dr Adams an importa nt decision
ha been reached conce rning the future of the Institute. In
order to a ttract a Directo r with th e hjghe t possible qu alifications the Depa rtment of L ands and Survey has offered to fund
a Chair of R ange M anagement at Lin coln College, who e occupant will be th e Director of the Institute. Thi generou offer
ha been accepted by th e Committee of Managem ent and by
Lincoln College, and has been a pproved by th e Soil Conservation Co un cil. It ha now been a pp roved by Cabinet an d the
pos ition will be adverti ed for th wi th.
It is hoped th at an
a ppointment can be made before the end of the fin ancial year.
M eanwhile a senior offi cer, Mr G. A . Dunbar, is in charge and
the work of th e In. titute is p roceeding as usual.
D. M cLE OD.
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COMMENTS ON, AND PROPOSALS FOR
THE NEW ZEALAND WOOL INDUSTRY
By Dr I. E. B. Fraser
Wool Research Organisation of N.Z. Inc .

During March, 1967, the Wool R esearch Organisation
took the first steps in a programme of research, investigation
and coll aborative work with the wool trade. Its aim was to
improve efficiency, quality control, and methods of marketing
within part of the New Zealand wool industry-the part that
over the years has earned from $300 million declining to $160
million of our national income; or 97 per cent of our national
wool production- namely our raw wool exports.

THE WOOL SITUATION TODAY
Our lowered wool income, with falls in existing markets,
and next to no part in new ones, is a grim reminder that New
Zealand must look at ways of improving her wool trade in a
much more enlightened manner than by just accepting what
we have.
There have been attempts to improve the position of wool
as a textile fibre for many years, with combined efforts over
the last ten by the major wool-producing countries of the world.
Such work has cost them a great deal of money. New Zealand
alone contributes more than $6 million per year. Most of this
outlay has been used to improve wool-textile technology, for
product development, and for promoting the image of wool
internationally. The e efforts are increasing. Currently a large
processing and product development section is being set up
~~thin the International Wool Secretariat, and development and
research programmes stepped up throughout the world. An
example of this is New Zealand's new Wool Research Organisation. Its objects are to promote and conduct re earch in field
pf inquiry ranging from the properties of wool through to processing and utilisation.
Despite earlier efforts, the fact that wool still has to fight
for its very survival as a textile fibre, reflects both the strength
of its competitors and /or the weakness of the wool system itself.
Whichever is the case, each of these po sibilities must be clearly
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understood- particularly if the weakness of wool lies in its marketing. Obviously, the textile fibre industry needs more effort
from tho e trading in wool, than it has had in the past.
The wool-textile research and development work referred
to is on similar lines to that being carried out for competitive
fibres. While not so well endowed finan cially, research gains are
expected to place wool in a superior demand position. In view
of the large sums being spent in this field by synthetic fibres, the
wool industry must make every effort to continue this type of
work. At present, there is redu ced demand and margin ally
profitable price to the grower, with wool prices being largely
set by synthetic-fibre prices. This reinforces the need not only
for more scientific and product development work, but also for
studies of how best to m arket the raw material. It is in this
field of marketing that ew Zealand has yet to show up-to-date
thinking and action .

MARKETING
In New Zealand, wool developed as an isolated, almost
entirely primary industry. M arketing methods grew up which
suited the times, the buoyant market for wool as a textile fibre,
and particularly, the secondary industry in other parts of the
world. But with the development of competitive synthetic
fibres, and their competitive methods of marketing, the older
m ethods of wool dispo al h ave not only become obsolete but seriously restrict both the use of modern m arketing methods and
any reduction in selling costs. Experience has taught us that the
presen t marketing system, and th e lack of an internal body for
selling N ew Zealand wool to the world, has prevented the producer, and even the preparer of raw wools, from keeping in
touch with the present and future demands of the textile trade.
For the sam e reason several trade practices have grown up that
could harm the future of the New Zealand wool industry.
It has been N ew Zealand's way to merely display wool for
purchase. There has never been an active "get-out-and-sell"
type of body at a national level. Our p assive sy tern of sale
itself restricts the introduction of much-needed economies in
preparation, presentation and handling. Trade reasons for avoid-·
ing change are often biased and growers' reasons frequently
based only on tradition .
The r aw-wool industry, unlike competitive fibres, can increase profitability only by reducing production, handling, or
marketing costs. Rising costs cannot be absorbed at later stages
as so often happens in the highly-organi ed synthetic-fibre indu t ry. All will agree that every effort must be m ade to reduce at
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least handling and marketing costs, that is, tho e directly related
to the trade, and under their control.
The producer's interest u ually ends on the sale floor. Unfortunately, because production and manufacture are separated
by intermediary traders, commission buyer , merchants, peculators, etc., a lot of important information is denied him. Whilst
the show floor may finish transactions for the grower, it is only
the start of transactions with the textile manufacturing industry.
This he should know much more about. If not him personally,
then certainly his representative or advisers.
The marketing methods that have grown up with the indu try make it very difficult to follow our wools through to different
stages of industrial processing. Producer and preparers get
very little feed-back information to guide production of, and
influence demand for wool. This is a price we pay for a fragmented industry. There are so many between the producer
and the proces or. Each sectional interest looks for its own
profit margin. As a result this prevents them from looking at
the industry as a whole. Economics of production do not concern them, and price-paid is only one entry in an equation to
express profit. Thus, in mo t aspect of marketing, producers
rely on the coun el of those who have the national industry at
heart. At the present, however, few seem to see that experts in
production are not nece arily experts in marketin g procedure
- and "to each his own.'
National decisions about production and prepa ration have
always been made after the event. Since we have not been
aware of other factors influencing demand , the price the trade
ha been willing to pay for our raw material has been our main
index of users' readiness to buy it. Price paid is also, of course,
the rea on for production. This wa fine in a buoyant market,
when there were clear price differentials for type and preparation, and as long as all wool sold and the average price was
economic to the producer. But over recent year the price has
been set more and more downward by synthetic fibres . It is
not rela ted to production co. ts- which cannot at present be
ab orbed within the industry. Agricultural diversification i the
only way open to the grower and this, unfortunatel y, in many
cases is likely to further weaken wool' po ition by causing le
desirable wool to be grown.
To the above problems has been added the lo of any con_,
stant price differential for type and preparation. Even the difference between wide quality-number, or "count" ranges are
much less, and not always pre ent. We have recently been
reminded that price is only u ef ul for deci ion on type and pre4

A \\OOI sample storage bay wit hin the Wool Research O rganisation. The
wool samples representing lots for sale arrive £rom brokers in plastic
bags. The samples are further subdi vided fo r measurement and scouring.
Photo: ll 'ool Rtstarrh Vr1ani1atio1t

paration when it is within economic production margin. ; and
when price differences reflect different demands. We have been
told t hat, on its own, price is a poor substitute under most marketing conditions fo r knowing what is required from wool; and
that , without stability, it docs not forecast futu re textile trade
req uirements.
T hough the recent slump in prices and demand for cw
Zealand wool may be partly due to a world-wide recession in
the textile trade, it is nevertheless true that even before this, we
had no way of objectively appraising our future markets. We
6

did not know how to plan, as a grower country, for greater
acceptance of New Zealand wool. For instance, we have seen
recent encouragement to produce the marginally firmer, finer
wools (often by dubious practices) . There has been, on the
whole, little thought of the practicability and not much idea of
the result as far as the textile trade is concerned. The subsequent weakening in this market has clearly shown our dilemma.

COMPARE SYNTHETIC FIBRES
Any discussions on wool marketing would be incomplete
without referring to the methods used by wool's principal competitor- synthetic fibres. Though a number of reasons have
been given for wool's weaken~d position in the textile trade,
there is no doubt at all that the major single factor menacing
wool's future is competition from synthetic fibres.
I t is generally agreed that the success synthetics have had
in eroding wool's traditional markets, and excluding it from
expanding markets, is not due to their being better fibre. Indeed
wool has many superior qualities which are unlikely to be mimicked in the near future. It has often been stated "if wool was
synthetically made today it would be hailed as the wonder fibre
of the century." Much of the strength of synthetics comes from
their methods of marketing, together with their promotion and
technical service.
I have already expla'.ned that the synthetic fibre industry's
efforts in product development a nd promotion are being matched by grower funds through the I.W .S. and its parent countries.
However, in many aspects of marketing, the wool trade is sev-•
erely limited as a serious competitor. Synthetics lead in controlled and budgeted production; accurate specification and
guarantee of the raw material; knowledge a1\d negotiation of
outlets ( not to mention control of outlets); specific
knowledge
1
of manufacturer requirements and end-use; dire ct salesmanship
and technical service to the end-user; immediate availability
with selection by sample or written description; and terms of
payment for fibre purchases.
Thus we now have a picture of wool- on the one hand
internationally active and realistically competitive; with modern
methods of textile research, product development and promotion. Yet on the other hand, in that part of the trade from the
grower to the end-user-the selling and marketing end- the
part that is our own immediate responsibility, we stick to meth-·
ods, largely traditional, that have no progressive impact on the
wool trade at all. And more serious still our efforts are insignificant compared with the efforts and methods of synthetic fibres.
6

\1\1c must fight back in this field of selling and marketing or we
will go under.

ATTEMPTING FU TU RE IMPROVEMENTS
Work started by the Wool Research Organisation in March,
1967, came from proposals for improving handling, classification, and marketing of wool in New Zealand. It was realised
that New Zealand must improve her marketing to match efforts
already underway in wool-textile research, product development, and promo:ion. At the same time every effort had to be
made to reduce the costs of handling, preparation and marketing of the raw material. T hese are almost the only means we
have at thjs stage of increasing the growers' profit and our overseas earnings from wool.
One of New Zealand's first steps towards better marketing
should be the systematic collection of information about our
trading types. We need to know a lot more about the effect of
wool-fibre characteristics on preparation, textile processing and
end-use. T his sort of information will be a guide to production,
and will provide an avenue of contact and an understanding
between the grow~r and the end-user of New Zealand wools.
Not all of this information can be collected at present and much
of it not for some time yet. Not, that is, until the New Zealand
primary industry makes closer contact with local and international wool-textile trades, and sets up her own centre for wooltextile processing and end-product research and investigation.
All involved in the wool industry, from the grower on,
should in future set their sights on the manufacturer not only
accepting but demanding New Zealand wools. Channels of
contact with end-users should be as direct as possible. T here
must be no doubt as to what we have to offer the industry, and
how we might satisfy changing demands with accurately stated,
preferably guaranteed trade types, recommended wool-processing procedures and end-uses.
Because of the poor "feed-back" of information from the
end-user to the locCJJ greasy-wool trade, production, wool preparation, and classification at this end cannot be systematically
directed to particular processes and end-uses. Still less can it
adapt to the changing scene of improved processing and a
greater range of end-uses. Whilst work on the suitability of
New Zealand wools for these new processes and uses is underway both overseas, and in New Zealand at the Wool R esearch
Organisation, much has yet to be done. If users require particular wools or a combination of wools, these must be catered for
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by production and preparation etc. Textile processing requirements will usually determine the choice of wool preparation and
classification method. But efforts must be made to accurately define and prepare New Zealand wool types with high
repeatability. T his will not only give a constant product to
test, to recommend and to sell to the trade, but the quantity and
quality of it will be known.
T here has been constant and fairly long-standing criticism
from the trade about our poor and varied preparation methods,
the low standard of repeatability, and the poorly-bred wool.
Therefore, it seems that preparation and classification methods
must be improved considerably if we are to produce and prepare satisfactory trading types. They must be defined in terms
of the properties and characteristics required in processing an<l
end-use.
The Wool Measure1.r.ent and Marketing Section of the
Vfool Research Organisation is at present concentrating its effort
on preparation and classification. Many of the subjectivclyappraised ( hand and eye ) characteristics of wool used in classi-·
fication, are of direct importance in wool processing. Fibre
diameter, for example, is the most important single feature. But
because of inconsistencies between wools from different areas,
and between different breeds and breed-crosses and ages, handand-eye appraisal methods are often inaccurate and require
correction by more accurate measurements. The above are not
the only causes of inconsistencies. Classification is a manual
task and there are variations between people and centres.
With the collaboration of the New Zealand Wool Brokers,
the Wool Research Organisation has embarked on a Dominionwide investigation of New Zealand's trading wool types. The
main aim of this project is the establishment of .I ational Standard T ypes conforming to certain stated, repeatable, and guaranteed characteristics.
Binned wools prepared by all New Zealand Brokers ( 42 )
are being sampled throughout sale-preparation periods, and the
final sample, representing the wool type to be sold at auction,
is sent to the Wool Research Organisation for accurate measurement. This goes on from sale to sale throughout the season.
The measurements at present are those of main importance in
wool preparation, namely :- staple length, fibre diameter, yield;
and permanency of discoloration.
Wool-·fibre length will be
measured shortly. In collaboration with the trade we compare
these accurate measurements with their subjec tive-appraisal
re.~11lts and constantly correct errors in subjective appraisal. This
fl

A semi-automatic device for accurate and rapid measur ement of staple
length. D r A. E. Edmunds, the principle designer of all the instrumentation developed in this work, is a ttendi ng th e staple meter.
P/1010: Greetr at1d H a/111

leads lo a n understa nding of variations in methods of preparation between brokers, a nd between centres, a t different times
d uring the wool-selling season. I must emphasise tha t these
measurements a re not a nd will not be done by brokers-machines w ill not replace woolclassers. At this stage the Organisation, as an inde pendent body, is establishing standa rds fo r
correct ing wool ~prepa ra ti on perfo rm ance. It is aiming fo r the
highest possible level of accuracy and repeatability able to be
carried out manually. From this work, recommenda tions for
Sta ndard T ypes will be made- types which could include blends.
Wools other than binned wools are being treated in this way.
Quality-control methods will be more easily instituted once woolclas<;er registration is organised.
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W c expect that accurate measurements can also be used
to support the sale of wool. That is, pre-sale testing of wooL
types will allow documentation of the lots to be sold. For
example, the fibre diameter will be measured in microns, which
is also an index of diameter used by the manufacturer and
more and more used as a basis for orders. This means there
will be less internatjonal confusion when the quality number or
count (which is the index used in subjective appraisal ) is interpreted overseas by the user.
When we reach a system of Standard T ypes, with accurate documentation and a representative sample of the Type to
be sold, the way will be open to use this sample as the basis for
sale. Sale-by-sample means that current systems for wool handling and display-for-sale become obsolete. Sale-by-sample is
accepted in many sections of the wool trade today, even in parts
of the greasy-wool trade. This practice, along with densebaling of wool from the broker's store ( and perhaps even from
the farm shed at a later date ) combining both baling and dumping for shipment into one operation, will provide a dense package ready for shipment. The pressing of a package of wool over
twice the weight of a conventional bale to higher densities than
dumping methods of today, has so far been shown to be practicable. The result is a package of excellent shape, with dimensions suitable for pallet or container loading.
The combination of sale-by-sample and dense-pressing
could make the cost savings far-and-away greater than any
avenues for saving we have now. \Ve must secure these big
savings resulting from the scheme for quality control as a whole,
rather than being satisfied with merely "nibbling" at savings of
marginal importance.
At present there is great reluctance to change the auction
system. But clearly, sale-by-sample and Standard Types with
documentation- Standard Types that can be publicised and
promoted internationally-could at least make other systems of
sale possible. It is largely the absence up to now of any workable alternative that has kept the auction system as it is. 1/
nothing else, we could now have an opportunity to test it in the
future.
As was mentioned before, Standard Types can make possible long-term investigations into textile-processing perform-·
ance and end-use . Standards may need to change to cater fol'
stated demands. Standard Types for this could be established
blends rather than straight types. But the changing of Types
will be safeguarded by the established quality-control measurement procedures.
10

A stage in th e development of a rapid, automatic method of
diameter measurements. Measure men t ~ are made elect roni cally
a television scanning principle. The speed of measurement is al
20 times faster than any other methods used to measure the
param eter'>.
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INFORMATION
\\'ithin the framework of a national bod) rc-,ponsiblc for
qualit) control, there would need to be a group receiving information about textile demands whi<·h would in turn influence
preparation. Such information must then be fed h;ick to the
producers. This group would also be responsible for finding
out textile requirements throu~h nc'' a~ well as prc'Cnt channels. A further function would be publici!'ing, promotin~ and
advising about •cw Zealand T} pc" internationally. T he) could
al!'O, to advantage, be acti\'e sellers of New Zealand woob over-

seas.
The establishment of a chain of events and contacts as proposed above will be a very po. iti\'C mO\'C towards much-improved
''"tems for m :irkcting ''ool. It will "ti ll not be as efficient and
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vertically organised as for synthetic fibres, but a very marked
improvement over our present sy tern.
A highlight of the W ool R esearch O rganisation \ programme to date, and worthy o f much greater mention than
given here, h as been the development of instruments for wool
measurement. Until now there have been n o instruments fast
enough to measure wool on a national basis. The achievement
of this, p articularly for the measurement o f fibre diameter, is a
"first" of international significance.
The work of the Wool Research Organisation is entering
into its second season, and so far is still building a basis for quality control in prep aration a nd marketing. As a summary to this
paper, the diagram shows a final co-ordinated S)i:.tcm chat should
be our objective.
Proposed lntegra t·cd M arketing System
New Zealand is in a position 10 start a 'Y~tem such :i~ this no". The
main co-ordinating centre marked X could represent a ection of bodic,
alrt>ady in cxi~tence. Only chanll'C~ in their a<"t ivities would be rl.'quircd.
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BEEF CATTLE ON TUSSOCK COUNTRY
By J . C. Aspina ll,
Mt. Aspiring Station, Wanaka
Now that wool prices have dropped to a low level, it is
na tural that more interest is being shown towards increased
beef production.
In many areas of the tussock hill country ranging from
Molesworth to L ake Te Anau there is surely tremendous scope
for breeding store beef cattle.
Any person thinking about running cattle should not delay. The first consideration is to know your country. There
must be good water available for cattle close to their grazing
areas. We have a 3-yard annual rainfall and don' t have to
worry on this score, but I can appreciate this difficulty in drie r
areas.

THE GRAZING COUNTRY
Apart from blue tussock, tussocks generally a re not good
fodde r fo r cattle but, unlike clover, they a re frost resistant
and can provide a bare living during the winter when the
ground is covered in snow . Naturally, the better the feed and
aspect, the more successful and profitably cattle can be run.
It is what grows between the tussocks that counts. This can
range from nothing to native herbage, to browntop, sweet
,·ernal a nd so on, up to cocksfoot and clovers. Clovers alone
are not so good unless they are used to encourage grass growth
such as cocksfoot. Otherwise when the clovers frost off in the
au tumn, supplementary feed has to be supplied. Topdressing
is a big help in getting good clover but you need plenty of
cattle to keep the growth down to a suitable state for sheep.
H owever, cattle tend to improve the country both for themselves and sheep as they are good spreaders of grass seed and
even put a little manure with it!
M y most lasting impression of Otago a nd Canterbury
tussock hill country is one of few cattle and fewer trees. No
one should underestimate the value of shade a nd shelter, especially for cattle.
WHAT BREED?
What type of cattle are best for those that have to bu y
in to get established in the cattle business? I would say the
first consideration is to get cattle that come off similar or
harder country than they will be going on to. Lazy cattli::
that have been reared in lush paddocks would be hopelei:s at
foraging a t high altitudes.
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Summer Grazing: Cows a nd Calves Being Driven by
Walter Whi te
Photo: J) . 0 1mtrs

Many people will say that their favourite breed is the
best and, depending on the country, they could be right. For
tussock country in wetter, higher altutides, I prefer dark-red
Herefords with longish coats. H erefords have pioneered many
cattle-carrying areas both in New Zealand and overseas. They
are quiet by nature, are good foragers and popu lar in the saleyards. In my area for very many years the Black Poll-Hereford
c ross and the Shorthorn-Hereford cross were the most sought
after in saleyards, but now H erefords are the most popular.
Further north on stations, Black Poll cattle are often preferred
and appear to be successfully run on rugged tussock country.
They are popular, too, in the orth I sland where, except in
the more mountainous areas, the grass grows all the year
around. Dairy breeds and Charolais crosses are being experimented with as well.
For general run management, 1 like a few distinctivelycoloured cattle in my herd. You r::i.n learn a lot about the
14

habits and behaviour of rattle by ob.cn ·ing, say, blue, white
or red beasts.
They can also help in recognising various
little lots of cattle du ring mustering, especia lly in bush, scrub,
or gully count ry.

SORTING OUT A POLICY
The next thing to decide is what your policy wi ll be. This
naturall y depends on the typ e of country you have. Whether
to run cattle on the hill summer and winter; or summer only;
or on sunny fa ces in the winter ; whether to run cows and
breed cah·c. ; or g row calves for store cattle up to three years.
This latter may be best for mountainous country.
I feel the main thing is to breed or grow fit , hcii lthy cattle
and not necessarily fa t cattk as they can't get around the hill
thc sam~. Fattening is easier done in paddocks on lowland
areas.
Cattle need training to go up a nd stay on hills. Once
you have ii few doing this don't sell them until you ha \'c to,
but just keeping a dding you r replacements and additions each
year , otherwise the trainin~ has to be started a ll over again.
Rock salt can help in settling cattle.

COSTS AND RETU RNS
The financial pa rt of starting cattle breeding is a hard
one with no quick returns. It may be well to think of it as
an expcnsi\'C hobby until you get started. Once away you a re
right.
Suitable cattle for poorer tussock areas a rc dear to buy
but at times they arc profitable to sell, too, particula rly if
you can ha ng on to them until prices rise.
When budgeting for a proposed cattle venture and this
is a Yery wise t hing to do-don't be mi~ led by thei'c budgets
you read about in farm magazines. Most of these experts don't
know muc h about tussock !hill country.
I advise a dding 20 per cent to perhaps 70 per cent for
unforeseen contingencies de pending on the locality and nature
of your country. Whilr my own g ro!'s returns at $12 to $ 15
per head of cattle m ay not seem particu larly attractive, others
in more favoured areas claim up to $40 per head. If one
runs cattle only on the better parts of a station their average
return could be well a head of the more adventuro us person
who uses di ffi cult country that is otherwise produein({ nothing
at all- but where losses can be muc h higher.
15

A few expenses I pay are as follows: $300 odd for a good
bull and another $50 for cartage and insurance; $3 a beast
and $1.75 a calf for cartage to the nearest saleyards; $8 a
beast, 60c. a lamb, 83c. an old ewe to the nearest freezing
works; $45 a ton for topdressing by the time it is sown; 5 per
cent to 10 per cent annual losses through snow and tutu poisoning and occasionally heavier losses still. On top of these I have
the other normal run expenses.
In spite of this, cattle profits have, over the past few
years, given quite a big lift to our total profit and helped pay
for much of our devclopment work.
Any runholder with longer than a six-month growing
period, who is less than 200 miles from a port, freezing works
and city, or 70 miles from a saleyards, should be able to do
\·ery much better than I can.

UNWELCOME PESTS

At least three troublesome plants can cause cattle poisoning. The first of these is tutu. Tutu has been causing severe
losses in stock in New Zealand for at least 125 years, yet our
scientists don't appear to have even heard of it.
I know it causes bloat, and tutin poisoning, is dangerous
when frosted, and during the first flush of spring growth when
cattle are hungry. It is fatal to put hungry cattle out of a
yard into a paddock of wet tutu. Any runholder hoping to
topdress and increase his cattle numbers on country where
large areas of tutu exist is likely to suffer, say, about 4 per
cent to 5 per cent annual losses, even up to 10 per cent to 12
per cent, especially among younger cattle. This has just happened to us in one hill paddock we keep and feed our replacement calves in. Several other runholders have been similarly
hit last autumn. The problem urgently needs scientific investigation to find an effective, practical, economic answer
to it.
Ragwort is another plant that can poison cattle if they
are forced into eating it, though usually they won't touch it.
It can completely cover the ground, especially in the heavier
rainfall areas. Sheep, however, keep it down and this seems
to be a good answer to it.
Several years ago, St. J ohn's Y.l ort, or Mother Cameron's
weed as it is locally known, used to cause 60 per cent to 75 per
cent of my cattle to throw fits when crossing the river. Now,
thanks to our scientific friends and the little bronze-coloured
beetle that they introduced, I have seen only one beast lightly
affected in the past six years.
16
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Naturally, too, noxious animals can seriously affecl lhe
financial rclUrns from cattle by competing for food in the late\\ inter-early-spring period when most stock losses occur. There
is no point in paying, as I have quoted, $45 per ton for topdressing as well as expensive grass seed just to feed han::;,
rabbits, and deer who naturally eat the ~wcetest feed they can
find.

HANDLI NG CATTLE
When it comes to shifting cattle it is wise to remember they
arc not like cars and tractors fitted with brakes, accelerators
and steering wheels.
Run cattle, especially, arc sensitive and need understanding. When mustering, keep their heads pointed in the right
17

direction and keep them down to a walk. At this pace they
don't get into trouble so quickly. Never let any get away or
hide in scrub or they will do the same thing during the next
muster and teach others as well.
Try to work dogs without undue excitement unless a recalcitrant beast needs educating. Then, lucky is the musterer
who has two good dogs in his team, one biting the nose and
the other the tail and heels- a war on two fronts, so to speak.
Don't force cattle on steep or strange country. Take a few
in front and teach them to lead out.
In the yards, draft quickly and quietly and don't allow
nervous people in your yards- nervousness is infectious. Above
all, no "shooing". Any noise resembling a snort is an age-old
danger signal among many animals and instinctively makes
your cattle tense, become frightened and kick and charge
back. This can end in a smother or cause some person to get
hurt. I t also makes the cattle harder to get into the same yard
again.

THROUGH THE YEAR
My own year's programme may not be perfect, but generally, I don't believe in knocking cattle about in yards any
more than absolutely necessary.
During J uly, August and September we arc feeding bulls,
replacement calves and a few old cows on hay and vacuum
silage. The cattle prefer silage to hay.
We feed our silage out with tines on a front-end loader
and like it very much, but have difficulty in keeping the covers
on.
The rest of our cattle are spread over their winter country,
the sunny hill slopes ranging from 1,000 feet at the valley floor
to the snow tussock at 3,500 feet.
I t is particularly at this time of the year that deerstalkers
can completely disorganise our stock management by hunting stock to one corner of a block before a fall of snow when
it is most essential to have stock spread out as evenly as possible.
During October and November we sell a few older steers,
the calves are arriving, and nearly all our cattle come down
off the hill of their own accord.
We dehorn our yearlings and, as soon as the snow goes
back ( and, we hope, before tutu appears) we put our yearlings and two- and three-year-old steers up Mill Creek.
Mill Creek is an old glacial "hanging" valley at an altit11dc of 3,000 feet to 3,500 feet. The older steers are specially
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Caule in the Wilkin Va lley, Mt Albert Station
P/ioto: D. Osmers

kept to lead the yearlings out and help educate them to living
at high altitude on tussock country.
We don't put our bulls out until the end of November as
an earlier calving, when there is little feed on the flats and the
cattle are out in the tussock country, has caused t!S losses in
young calves through snow and cold.
In the first week of J anuary we mark our cakes before
they get too big and lively and hard to handle.
During late March or early April we muster the young
cattle out of Mill Creek, we hope before the snow comes.
Usually we hire an aeroplane to look over the higher basins
and benches before going up to muster.
On the last two musters we were taken up to 6,000 feet
with a dog each in a helicopter and put down alongside the
highest little mobs of cattle.
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This lift of 5,000 feet in five minutes deprives a young
musterer of the thrill and satisfaction of a good climb, but for
a person like me, who is each year finding the hills steeper,
this method is a great help even if expensive.
April is our busy month on cattle when we muster the
whole lot in to wean calves and when we sell cull cows and
calves after trucking them to saleyards 70 miles away. I
like to get our weaning over and the cows and calves settled
down in their winter quarters before the heavy frosts and snow
come.
In May and J une most of our older cattle go to the hills
on their own. I t is important to allow these cattle to go to
the same country as they have been on before, or they won't
settle down, don't know the best places to feed and shelter
during the winter, and tend to come back to the flats.
Usually the younger cattle need dividing out between the
cows and putting up the hills with them to keep a balance
of numbers in each area. This takes supervision to see they
go up and stay up without getting above, say, 3,500 feet where
they are likely to get snowed in. I have, on occasions, had to
bring cattle down from 5,000 feet or more and it is no fun
getting up through 2 feet to 3 feet of soft snow.
Our replacement calves are dipped, dosed, inoculated and
fed hay and silage all winter. The onset of worms and lice
needs careful watching and can take a severe toll on the condition of calves. These can be worse some years than others.
All the same, too much pampering and too little culling can
eventually seriously affect the constitution of your whole herd.
The last factors I wish to mention are what I consider
to be the four vital links in the cattle chain, each dependent
on the other.
1. The breeding of fit store cattle on hill and tussock country.
2. Facilities for finishing these store cattle for butchers and
freezing works. This could be done on paddocks and
flatter coastal areas.
These two need to develop apace or there will be
fluctuations in prices through lack of balance of supply
and demand.
3. Freezing works to cope with the proposed cattle increase.
This appears to be easy as we already have millions
of dollars lying idle for five months of the year and working
at two-thirds of capacity part of the other seven months.
All the same, I am not happy about the methods used
and I feel all meat should be hung for 48 hours before
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ELECTRIC FENCING
by L. H . Weston

Error in Diagram

I n Figure 10- " Fence Wire T ension Gauge" on page 31,
the amount of wire deflection at which the spring balance was
read was unfortunately omitted.
Please correct the drawing m your copy as shown below.
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freezing. Farm-killed meat is always tough if not hung
for a couple of days before cooking or freezing.
Never before has the quality of our meat needed more
consideration. There is little reason, except for excess fat,
why it should not sell on its merits when competing with
overseas competition.
Overseas marketing must keep pace with our increased
production or we will be no better off.
Quality must be carefully guarded right until it is
sold to the consumer.
vVe must also have well-trained young energetic salesmen selling and advertising overseas for us. We don't
want our meat to be like our wool-stored up in the
country because it is too poor in quality to sell at the price
we want for it.
Without being at all pessimistic or panicky, I can't
see overseas prices for our produce showing any great
increase in the next few years. T his means New Zealand
will have to keep its own internal costs down and still
increase production.

THE COST-PRICE SQUEEZE IN
HIGH-COUNTRY FARMING
By John Morris, Lincoln Col lege.
"Many go for wool and come back shorn."- Cervantes.

All high-country runholders arc well aware that in recent
years costs have risen continually while returns have tended to
decline. Jn other words, what is sometimes called the "Cost..
Prize Squeeze" has been increasing :"Things ain't what they
used to be' ' -to plagiarise the words of that well-known song.
In this article I will try to define just how much these costs
and prices have changed. In short, how many goods and services will one pound of fine wool purchase now compared to
what it would purchase yesteryear?
"Costs" can be a confusing word so to keerp our terms
accurate I will use prices f1aid (for goods and services ) instead
of "costs," and fJrices received (for wool, etc.) instead of just
"prices."

HOW MUCH WOOL AND WHAT PRICE PER POUND?
Work of this kjnd has more meaning if we also distinguish
between quantities and prices. For example, total revenue,
such as the total w ool cheque, bas two components- the quan21

•·Prices Received"
Plwlo: Ch,ulchurch u Prtu"

tity or volume ( pounds) of wool produced, a nd the price
received for each unit sold (cents per pound).
That is, Quantity x Price R eceived per unit
G ross
Returns.
Once we sepa rate these two pa rts out, we can compare
total revenue, say, between seasons, o r between farms. We ca n
now find the effects of total re\'enue, of either a change in the
quantity of wool produced or a change in the price received
for c:i.ch pound of that w ool.
If we do not make this di. tinction, then the effect<; of one
can hide the effects of the other. For exa mple, if the qua ntity
of wool sold remains constan t but the price per pound fa lls then
gross revenue will also fall .
H owever, in recent years, while the price per pound of
wool, especially for the H alfbrcd type, has tended to slowly
decline, runholders have tried to ma ke up for it by increasing
their wool production to mainta in or improve their total wool
cheque. Thus, for man) of them, their increased total wool production has tended to mask the dro p in per po und price.
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" Prices Paid"
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ALSO, HOW MANY SHEEP SHORN AT WHAT PRICE
PER HUNDRED ?
This distinction between quantities and prices also applies
to the goods and services used in producing the wool. For
example, we can split the shearing bill into two parts--the number of sheep shorn, and the price per hundred paid for the
hearing. Obviously, if the number of sheep shorn remains
constant between seasons, but the price per hundred increases,
then total costs will rise. Or, if the rate for shearing stays
constant but the number of sheep shorn increases, this too will
increase total costs. The amount of fencing wire used and the
price per hundredweight, the tons of super applied and the
price per ton a re all simila r exam ples of this type of cost breakdown.
In short, we can also separa te out the two components o(
costs-the amounts of goods and services used in running a
high-country property, and the price paid per uuit of these
goods and services.
Or, Quantity x Price Paid per unit = Total Cost.
Both of these can vary independently of each other to give
a change in total costs.
I n this article we are concerned only with price changes
/Jer unit- that is per ton of super, per woolpack, per pound
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of wool, etc. We will ignore total price changes caused by
variations in the quantities of goods produced, or in the quantities of goods and services used to support that production.
It is well known, anyway, that farmers have been producing
more output both through using more inputs and through g reater
efficiency of input use.

WOOL PRICE CHANGES
The trends in the price received per po und for fine wool
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Average Wool Price (cents per pound Greasy)
1921-22 to 1967-68
Merino
14.4
19.2
22.6
17.0
14.0
16.5
17.5
13.8
7.8
7. 1
6.4
8.7
13 .4
9.2

1921.22
1922-23
1923-24
1924·25
1925-26
1926-27
1927·23
1928-29
1929-30
1930.31
1931-32

1932-33

1933-34
1934-35
1935·36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-+o
194-0-41
19+!-42
19+2-43
19+3-44
19-H-+;

12.7

15.0
9.6

9.2

12.3
12.3
12.3
14.2
14.2
14.2

Halfbred arid
Corriedale
12.0
17.4
21.5
16.2
13.5
15.9
18.6
14.3
8.2
7.4
7.2

9.3
13.5
9 .2
12.3
16.9
9.9
9.4
13.I

~terino

1945-46
1!146-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50

20.8
4-0.0

38. 1
49.9
82.5
41.6
53.2

1950-51

1%1 -52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58

52.1
43.8

38.0

1958-59
1959-00

50. 1
38.2
34.4
39.6

1960-61

34.6

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68 ................

13.1

13.1

15.0

15.0
15.0

H alfbred and
Corriedale

14.2

36.4
40.3
51.8
41.5
43.4
41.3

44.0•

*E(llima ted.

15.0
20.2

31.5
32.8
41.9
87.7
40.3

46.0
51.1

46.1
39.8
50.8
41.5
33.4
37.8
34.5
35.3
37.9
47.+
36.4

37.5
35.7

34.o•

This table is shown a d ifferent way in Figure 1.
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We can see that the price received for both types of fine
wool flu ctuated from season to season in the 1920s and early
1930s, but there was a general downward trend to reach the
lowest point in the 1932-33 season. There was then a slight
rising tendency before the stabilised prices of the appraisal system. This scheme started in 1939-40 and lasted throughout the
war years. During it, there was a 15 per cent increase in average
price, from, and including the 1942-43 season. After the end
of the appraisal system at the finish of the 1945-46 eason, wool
prices climbed sharply in the late 1940s to reach a peak in the
1950-51 season. Since then they have tended to decline gradually, except for an upswing in the 1963-64 selling ea on. The
trend since has been downwards, e pecially for Ha!fbred wool.

SHORT TERM CHANGES
As well as these longer term trends, the table and graph
show the marked flu ctua tions in wool prices which can occur
between wool--selling seasons. Two of the more notable of these
are the 50 per cent drop in price between the 1950-51 and
195 1-52 seasons, and the 10 cents drop in average price between
the 1963-64 and 1964-65 selling seasons.
What they do not show are the flu ctuations between sales
within any one season. These can also be very marked.
Again, the e price are averages for all Merino wool and
all Halfbred wool sold in New Zealand. Thus, the big variations in price which occur both between and within seasons for
any particular line of wool are not obvious from either the table
or the graph.
In all, while fine wool is well known for its price fluctuations, the trend in recent years has been for a decline in average
price.

EFFECT OF WOOL PRICE CHANGES ON INCOME
Work done by the New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards'
Economic Service has shown that there is a very close relationhip between n et income per sheep and the average price per
pound for fine wool. Therefore , declining wool prices have
probably paralleled a imilar decline in, or "squeeze" on the
net income of many runholders. This squeeze has likely been
less marked for those runholders who have been increasing their
production.
However, the vice of the Cost-Price squeeze has two
jaws- Costs and Prices.
Both can move.
Figure 2 shows
that they have done just thi .
Here we can see the trends
in prices received, and prices paid since 1921-22. The price of
fin e wool is u ed to represent "price received." This is reasonable
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because most high-count!) runs largely depend o n fine wool for
income. On average, 80 per cent of the t otal income of the New
Zealand Meat and W ool Boards' Economic Service sample of
runs, is Crom wool. On some runs all income is from the sale

of wool.
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Fig. 2. High-Counl ry Price Trends
(based on 19-19-50 = IOO )

" P rices paid" are for all goods and services purchased off
the farm. They do not include any allowance for the runholder's own labour, or for imputed interest on his o wn capital.
It is actual cash expenditure incurred in operating the property,
plus depreciation at standard rates.
In the graph, the fig ures for "prices received" and
"prices paid" arc gi,·en as a series of index numbers based
on the year 1949-50 being equal to I 00 uni~.
One hundred was chosen for arithmetical convenience, and d ocs not
mean that 1949~50 was a normal or standard year. All figures
arc rela ted to those of J 949-50. An index above or below J 00
means that either prices received or prices pa id in that year were
more or le.'iS favourable than 1949-50 prices.

THE TREND OF PRICES PAID FOR GOODS AND SERVIC ES
It can be seen that prices paid tended to decline in the
1920s, somewhat, it appears, in S)mpath)' with declining wool
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prices during that time. There was a short period of relative
stability in the early 1930s but since the mid- l 930s prices paid
have been rising steeply, particularly in the early 1950s. Following the very high prices received for one season only in 1950-51,
there was a "lagged" effect on prices paid. These rose by 13.8
per cent in the following year, 1951 -52, at the same time as wool
prices dropped by 50 per cent to below what they had been
before the "wool boom."
Since then, despite the downward tendency in wool prices,
prices paid have increased at an average rate of 2.4 per cent
each year. While these prices paid fluctuate much less than
prices received, in recent years they have risen steadily well
above prices received. That is, the "Cost-Price Squeeze" has
rapidly increased.

SELLING ON THE ONE MARKET AND BUYING ON
ANOTHER
The problem is that runholdc.rs are selling their produce
on a different market from the one on which they are buying
their inputs.
On the one hand, fine wool is sold on international markets. The demand, and hence the price received, is determined
largely by the level of activit)' in the economies of those countris that buy our wool. W c can have little effect on the price
received, although the New Zealand Wool Commission has tried,
by its floor-price scheme, with some succes.5, to cushion any
major drops in price. H owever this system can only help to
reduce the effects of short term price falls. At present the Commission cloes not have the resources to greatly affect longer term
price trends. But most important, from the runholder's point
of view, is that his cost increases cannot be passed on to the
consumer.
On the other hand, prices paid for goods and services used
in the production of wool are determined mainly within New
Zealand. Their imported content is not great. These prices
paid have been subject to internal inflationary pressures such
as the development of protected import-replacement industries,
a policy of full employment, and price-·linked Arbitration Court
wage orders. The net result is that, especially since the mid1930s, the prices runholders have paid for their inputs have
borne no relation to the prices they have received for their
products.
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HIGH-COUNTRY TERMS OF EXCHANGE
This dichotomy of ma rket-; ~lling on one and buying on
another leads us to consider what is known as the "term s of
exchange" for hig h-country farming.
" Terms of excha nge" is the ratio of changes in the prices
received by runholders for their wool, to prices paid by runholdcrs for the goods a nd services they use in the prod uction of
that wool.
It gives a n indication of the purchasing power of a pound
of fine wool. Jn other word..,, if prices paid rise faster tha n
prices received then runholders a rc " worse off" in terms of net
farm income. Or if the movement is the other way, then they
are "better off."
The trends in the terms of excha nge for both highcountry farming and the New Zeala nd farming indust ry as
a whole arc shown in Fig ure 3. H ere again, index numbers
are used for con\'enience and the base vear is 1949-50. This
index n umber fo r the terms of tra de 1~easures the degree of
cost-price squeeze because it incorpora tes a cost index a nd a
price received index.
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Clearly, the trends in the terms of exchange for hig hcountry farming follow, fairl y closely, the trends in wool prices
(sec Figure 2). This we can expect, because, as I said prc\'iousl), prices received fluctuate much more tha n prices paid.
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THE TRENDS IN TERMS OF EXCHANGE
I n the 1920s and early 1930s prices received fell more than
prices paid. But the deterioration in the high-country terms of
exchange reached its lowest point in the 1931-32 season. Apart
from seasonal Auctuations, there was some improvement in the
mid-J 930s, but the terms of trade were still at a fairly low level.
There was another drop in 1937 -38 and again in 1938-39 before
the slight improvement in 1939-40 and the relatively stable conditions during the wool appraisal scheme of the war years.
In the late 1930s and over the war years, high-wuntry runholders were at their greatest disadvantage in their terms of
exchange, compared with the overall farming industry. For
most of this time their terms of exchange were only about half
as good as for all farming. After the war their terms of exchange improved rapidly with improving wool prices, to reach
a peak in the 1950-51 seac;on. Since then, although there have
been large seasonal fluctuations, the overall trend in terms of
trade has been downwards- as it has been for wool prices. However, because of the rapid increases in fJrices paid for goods
and services, the decline in high-country terms of exchange
has far exceeded the decline in wool prices.
In t he 18
years from 1949-50 to 1967-68 the price received per pound
for fine wool has declined by 20 per cent. H owever, in the
same time the prices paid for the same physical inputs have
risen by 80 per cent. Thus, the same pound of wool will today
buy only 50 per cent of what it would purchase in 1949-50.

THE EFFECT OF INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY
At the present level of prices paid, the average fine wool
price would have to drop to 22 . I cents per pound to return to
the terms of exchange of the worst yca1 :s uf the 1930s. However, changes in productivity allow more output to be gained
from each unit of input, that is, the whole farming operation
is more efficient. Work done here at Lincoln College points to
the long term increase in productivity of New Zealand agriculture being about 0. 7 per cent per year. Therefore, even if we
did return to the terms of exchange of the 193 1-32 season today,
high-country runholders could reasonably expect their incomes
to be about 30 per cent higher because of this productivity
increase. In other words, we can nowadays achieve a greater
level of production using the same quantity of goods and services. This is largely through better technology.
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HIGH-COUNTRY FARMING COMPARED TO OTHER
FARMING
From Table 1 and Figure 3 it can be seen that the terms
of exchange for all farming arc not the same as the terms of
exchange for high-country /arming. The pattern is similar, but
the whole farming industry has, in all years except 1950-51
had better terms of exchange. Since 1949-50 there has been
a'. drop of approximately 50 per cent for high-country farming
compared with about 20 per cent for the overall farming
industry.
Prices for different products tend to move independently
of one another. Thus, wherea5 for other fanning good prices
for one product can easily counter-balance poor prices for another, the high·•country runholder has only limited opportunities
for diversification. H e largely relies on his wool income alone,
and must put up with fluctuations in wool prices. Therefore,
decisions made by Government or farming leaders based on
figures for the whole farming industry may bear no relation
to the conditions in th.e h.igh country.
In this uncertain environment, where production and prices
received can vary widely within and between years, the type of
management which has grown up has been based on a lowinput-low-cost system of farming. H owever, while the actual
level of inputs is fairly low, their quantities are "fixed" from
year to year. I t isn't possible to do much about reducing them
when income drops, or, as has happened, when the terms of
exchange deteriorate. For example, labour is a major item of
high-country expenditure but the sheep still have to be mustered
irrespective of the wool price. Little "cost-paring" can be done
and unfortunately the usual items to suffer are those which
should not be curtailed- such as essential maintenance, topdressing, and development expenditure, all of which are closely
linked to production levels.
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
This is a historical record of what has happened in the
past, and, as such, is of only limited use for prescribing for the
future. But, at present it appears that the seemingly endless
increases in prices paid, and the gradual decline in wool price~,
could continue. Obviously prices paid have not yet felt the full
indirect effects of our devaluation. And the recent announcement by Du Pont that they intend to begin production of a
new synthetic which "is better than any other textile fibre"
chills the hope of a rapid increase in wool prices.
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With this pos.sible continuing adver.;e trend in the terms
of exchange what can a runholder do?
ome people sugge....t
that he hould reduce his own costs. We have already seen that
the opportunities for this arc small. The obvious way to reduce
cost per unit of output is lo produce more units-either by
increasing the amount 0£ inputs (land, labour, stock and capital ) or by increasing the productivity of the ones we already
have. Even the limited opportunities for diversification should
also, perhaps, be exploited. Fortunately, our studies, so far,
have shown a satisfactory financial return from high-country
development, even at relatively low wool prices.
beep Grazing Fem-Covered Hill on :\lakarora Station. ;\lakarora Rher
and Wilkin River ( Mt Albert Station) in background.
Ploto D. Om1t11

WINTER FEED ON MAKARORA
STATION
By Crawford Pennycook, Makarora Station.
The wintering of stock has always been a problem on highcountry runs, most of which have an over-abundance of summer
country, and a scarcity of winter country. This wintering area
is most important, as on it depends the overall carrying capacity
of the run.

WINTER HILL
T r ue winter hill country on Makarora Station is almost
non-existent, as all of the lower sunny winter faces from Lake
Wanaka level to nearly snow level are covered with dense
bracken fern, very often up to one's shoulders under our high
rainfall conditions. Burning, topdressing, and oversowing with
clovers and cocksfoot are quite succes.5ful on this country,
although really heavy stocking is necessary to control bracken
regrowth . While this fern country gives useful grazing in autumn
and late spring months, it is no help for wintering at the presen_t
stage of its development. Altogether, 750 acres of this country
have been aerial sown, its only drawback being a tremendous
growth of tutu, which caused deaths at various times. The
problem of tutu poisoning is one which mo.st runholders will
agree should be looked into immediately by the scientists, especially with the build-up of cattle numbers now under way on
much of this type of country.

WINTER FLAT
I am most fortunate however, in having some 2,000 acres
of good river flats at the l ,OOOft level, on which at present I am
wintering about 8,500 sheep and 350 cattle. O n e thousand
acres of these flats have been ploughed or are at present under
the plough, 500 acres have been aerial sown and topdresscd, and
the remaining 500 acres is still under bracken, matagouri, sweet
vernal and browntop, with very little or no clover.

AS IT WAS
When I took over this property seven and a half years ago,
.i t was carrying 200 cattle and 10,000 sheep consisting of 3,500
Halfbred ewes, 500 crossbred ewes, 2,500 H alfbred wethers,
1,500 H alfbred M .S. two-tooths, and 2,000 hoggets. Some 150
acres were in soft turnips and turnips-and-grass, and 4,000 bales
of hay were on hand. Only the hoggets were wintered on turnips with hay, and the rest of the hay was fed to the crossbred
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ewes, calves, rams and bulls. About 1,000 H alfbrcd ewes were
wintered on 1,150 acres of unimproved flat, as were all the
cattle except calves. At that stage, only 850 acres of the flat
had been ploughed, and a good quarter of this was badly runout and reverted to mainly browntop and sweet vernal. T he
rest of the Halfbred ewes, wethers and two-tooths were all
wintered after a fashion on the hill- with a high death rate.
The survivors came through the winter in very poor condition,
with resulting low wool weights and a low lambing percentage.
The soft turnips didn't seem to do very well as far as bulk of
feed was concerned, and rot was a problem by late winter. I
found that although grass grew late into the autumn, it was very
slow coming away in the spring, and winter could be taken to
be more from June to the end of September. Falls of snow on
the flats are rare, as are frost<> over twelve degrees, although midwinter sunshine is only six hours.
SWEDES
For the next winter, I switched to swedes on ridges, with
a few ounces of choumocllier to the acre, and have continued
with them ever since. The young grass is still sown with soft
turnips. With swedes, I have found 60 to 65 acres will winter
all the hoggets and Halfbred two-tooths (about 3,500 head).
The swedes arc fed off in breaks, with hay in a run-off paddock,
and the mob is on the break for about eight hours a day. This
move of wintering the Halfbred two-tooths on swedes released
another hill-block on which to winter wethers. I t thus gave
them twice the scope, resulting immediately in more wool and a
marked drop in winter death rate. The two-tooths also clipped
better, grew into bigger and better sheep, and the death rate was
negligible. The second winter on the flats did not seem to
adversely affect their climbing out and staying out when they
were put on the hill after shearing.
MORE EW ES O N T HE FLATS
About this time, the "powers-that-be" had a re-shuffle of
Pastoral Leases, which ended in our losing 7,900 acres, including a block on which I normally wintered up to 1,000 Halfbred
ewes. Because of this, I decided to cut back the H alfbred ewe
Rock by a thousand, and increase the crossbred ewe numbers
run all-year-round on the flats. This was done over a two-year
period. All the Halfbred ewes were now tupped on the flats,
and in July about half of them went out on to saved hill blocks
below a snow-line fence. T hese blocks are not gr:i.zed from
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Christmas to July and, although small, carry the ewes through in
good order until pre-lamb shearing in early September. The
rest of the H alfbred ewes (usually the four-tooths and oldest
ewes and any in poorer condition) are wintered on the unimproved and oversown flats with hay if needed, depending on the
season. The improvement in lambing was sudden and dramatic
-an increase of 20 per cent. The crossbred ewes were wintered on hay, with autumn-saved pasture for the last month
before lambiing.
Cattle numbers had also been increasing
steadily over this period, and the numbers of calves and 18month heifers requiring feeding over the winter had gone up
considerably. The cows, too, were being used as fern crushers
at this stage to get blocks ready for over-sowing and thus needed
a fair amount of hay.

HAY
These stock increases and different management practices
meant I was now making up to 12,000 bales of hay-or rather
trying to make that number. Most years, this was a real nightmare, a constant fight against the weather with more often than
not the weather coming out on top. Our rainfall averages more
than 90 inches per year, with our wettest 125 inches and driest
80 inches over the last seven years. The driest months tend to
be in the winter, and the wettest ones can be at any time. Eighteen inches for the month has been our heaviest so far. Making
12,000 bales of hay under the threat of these conditions, is a
real heartbreak, even with a roto-balcr, and would be well-nigh
impossible with a square baler. I recall one January when,
with 2,500 bales just baled, the rains started. We did everything lo those bales. We turned them, stood them on end,
almost lived with them, every time it came fine, but no sooner
would they start to dry out than down would come the rain
again. Finally we carted a few hundred in at a time, once they
became reasonably dry, and stood each one separately in every
spare roofed space we could find for further drying. Eventually,
five weeks and 19 inches of rain later, we got the last of those
bales dry enough to cart and stack. W c lost about 200 which
were in hollows and at one stage had water running through
them. The rest, except for the outer inch or so, were as good
as when baled-a great recommendation for roto-balers.

SILAGE
This was the time when vacuum silage was first being made
and talked about. After attending a demonstration, I thought
it might be the answer to the problem, and decided to give it a
go. That was three years ago now. It proved to be everything
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Sheep on Swedes at Malkarora
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I had hoped for. The first winter we had 500 tons, last winter
700 tons, this winter 900 tons. We make it ourselves, and find
it takes roughly four or five days cutting to fill a 200 ton cattle
pack ( holding at least 250 tons) . This depends on thickness of
crop and the length of cartage from crop to stack. It takes
one man on the tractor and one or sometimes two men on the
stack, and is the equivalent of 3,000 bales of hay. Compare the
man hours and tractor hours involved in this, and making the
equivalent number of hay bales! The real beauty of vacuum
silage is that it can be made in good order in any weather. One
fine day and, if the weather breaks, you can put the cover on
and compress, and what you have in is kept in first class order
until the next fine day, when you can open the stack and continue the filling. I t is therefore a job that can be fitted in with
other work, especially shearing, far more easily than can hay
making. Also, I have found that, for silage, only about half the
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acreage need be closed up compared to what we shut for the
equivalent amount of hay, and it does not need to be closed up
for nearly so long. Thereby far more grazing time i gained
from any paddock. With our late spring but strong ummer
growth, silage paddocks don't need shutting up until Christmas
time. This year we made ilage in March and the first week of
April from paddocks closed up at weaning time in early February. Not that I have given hay making away altogether. Far
from it! I still make 6,000 bales, as it is still more convenient
to feed out under certain conditions.
The first winter, the silage went to the hoggets and the
cows. It was loaded on to a trailer with a silage fork in place
of the bucket on a front-end loader, and fed from trailer to
paddock by a man with a pitch-fork. For the hoggets, it went
on to the run-off in place of hay, and it was noticeable how
quickly they got on to silage compared with hay. After a couple
of weeks, they would stream off swedes at the double when they
heard the tractor with the silage ( omething not seen with hay
feeding) and they did really well. The cows were wintered
entirely on silage on a fenced bracken block. By the end of the
winter, the cows were looking well, and the bracken really sick.
The block was later aerial own and topdressed. The beauty of
silage feeding in this case is the length of line that can be fed
out, enabling the whole block to be covered in the winter period.
Last year, the cows and hoggets were again fed silage
under similar circumstances. As well, the older crossbred ewes
were fed both silage and hay at the same time. It was always
the silage they rushed and cleaned up first, although there were
a few which didn' t seem to eat much silage, just as there are
some which never seem to touch hay. And the silage really
was cleaned up---every wisp of it. Not so the hay. Last year
I also self-fed a 200-ton stack to 65 calves. This was not entirely
successful as, although they did well, as well as on hay, I felt
they could and should have done better. Thi year, I am trying them again, but in tead of it being straight-out self-feeding
I will feed them loosened-up silage along the face of the stack
every day. In this way, I hope they will eat more and do better.

STOCK HEALTH
Two years ago, with the build-up of crossbred numbers, I
increased the swedes to about 90 acre , and began feeding the
two-tooth crossbred in-lamb ewe on them. Immediately an
iodine deficiency showed up, with the resulting goitre lamb ,
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despite the fact that iodized-salt blocks had been available to
the sheep. Last year, all in-lamb ewes, those on swedes as well
as those on hay, were dosed with iodate twice during pregnancy,
and no goitre lambs were found last lambing.
This winter, the following is the pattern of feeding:
2,300 Halfbred wethers wintered entirely on the hill.
2,250 H alfbred in-lamb ewes tupped on flats, and from
July 1,250 on to saved winter hill blocks, and 1,000
on to flats with hay if needed.
1,500 crossbred two-tooth in-lamb ewes on swedes and
hay.
1,400 H alfbred hoggets
}
.
1,000 crossb re d h ogge ts
on swedes. with hay and
1,250 m.s. two-tooth Halfbreds
si1age.
2,300 crossbred ewes on hay, silage and autumn-saved
pasture
350 cattle on silage
Rams, bulls, killers on hay.
What advantages and drawbacks have I found with these
various systems?
H ay is definitely easier and quicker to feed out than silage
( except self-fed) but in our climate is harder, and at times
impossible to make.
Stock generally prefer silage to meadow hay, or rather the
type of meadow hay we are able to make, and seem to do better
on it with the exception of calves self-feeding. When making
silage, paddocks are not out of grazing for as long as when making hay, nor need as big an acreage be closed up. Silage making
can be fitted into general work far better than hay making.
Swedes, at the moment, while run-out pastures are being
renewed and virgin country is being brought in, rare practical
and work in with the rotation, alth~ugh goitre can be a problem.
Well, that is where I stand with my winter feeding at the
moment. H ow can ,I improve it? Maybe self-feeding silage to
ewes is the next step upder our climatic conditions.
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1he Working Collie at Lake T ekapo.
t>Jwt<>: ·· 1·imaru llerald"
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MEMORIAL TO HIGH-COUNTRY SHEEP
DOGS AT LAKE TEKAPO
The address by the chairman of the Mackenzie Branch of
Federated Farmers (Mr A. T. Murray) at the unveiling of the
memorial by the Governor General on 7th March, 1968.

"It is my honour and privilege to address you today on
behalf of the Mackenzie High-Country Branch of Federated
Farmers and all those that have contributed to the fund to
erect this statue in honour of past and present Collie dogs of
New Zealand.
In 1961 a fund was opened to build a statue in appreciation
of the Working-Collie dog, and in the same year, the Mackenzie
High-Country Branch of the Federated Farmers formed a committee to proceed with the idea. They commissioned Mrs Innes
Elliott, a one-time resident of the Mackenzie, to sculpture the
dog which was then sent to England and cast in bronze. It was
o n display in New Zealand H ouse in London where it was most
favourably commented upon before being shipped out to New
Zealand.
The base and mounting were built by Mr Bill Harris, a
stone mason of Fairlie, from stones collected locally. T he
boulders surmounting them came from the Jollie River.
I would like to take this opportunity of congratulating Mrs
Elliot, Mr H arris, and the members of the Committee- Mr
Innes, Mr Donald Burnett and Mr Mackintosh for the wonderful work they have all done.
It is a very great honour for us, Your Excellency, that you
should be here today to officially unveil the statue. But we
also think it is very fitting, as in 1935 His Royal Highness, the
Duke of Gloucester, laid the foundation stone of the Church of
the Good Shepherd in memory of the early pioneers of the Mackenzie. So down by the lakeshore, within sight and calling
distance, we have the Church representing the Master, and this
statue- the faithful servant. The early pioneers of New Zealand high country were not long in finding out the value of the
Sco~tish shepherd and his Collies. In 1865, Mr Rollcston, the
then Superintendent of Canterbury, requested his agent in England to obtain Scottish shepherds. Moreover, realising they
would be unable to be separated from their valuable Collies, he
a llowed £5 for every animal accompanying its master. These
men and their Collies were eagerly sought after on their arrival
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in New Zealand. Their jobs were to boundary-keep unfenced
stations, and droving sheep to stock new statjons. For weeks
and sometimes months their only company might be their dogs,
so a very close understanding grew up between them. This
would no doubt account for the faithfulness and remarkable
mustering feats of these dogs.
The faithfulness of his dogs probably saved the life of
George Grimmer, a Rollesby shepherd who was caught out in a
snowstorm while mustering. When he had not returned by the
night, a search party was organised. Not thinking he could have
lived through the night, they were amazed to find him well,
save for a leg he had broken in a fall. H is dogs, snuggling
around him, had kept him warm. The loyalty of another dog
is linked with Dead Man's Creek. I n I 876 a dead man was
found, but the finders were unable to get close as a fierce dog
was standing guard. Beside the body, which had been dead for
some days, were several wekas which the dog had killed and
brought back for food for his master.
A shepherd may address his dogs in terms of hair-raising
blasphemy. H e may punish them severely when they disobey
or misunderstand him. But he will never admit that anyone
else's dogs are better than hls and he is always ready to talk at
great lengths about them. ' This pride and confidence of the
early Mackenzie shepherds in their dogs led to probably what
was one of the first dog trials held in New Zealand. I t was held
at Haldon Station after the autumn muster in 1869.
O ne must remember that thjs country was named after the
sheep stealer, J ames Mackenzie, and his dog, Friday. One
wonders what he would have done without the help of his dog,
without which he would never have taken the sheep where he
did, and what name this country may then have taken. Throughout the history of the high country we have seen bullock teams
replaced by horses; the horses replaced by cars, trucks and tractors; the station hacks, to a certain extent, by four-wheel drive
vehicles, but the Collie dog has been and always will be with
us, for without the Collie dogs the runholders of the high country
would find their stations impossible to manage.
In conclusion, could I read the !Mt line in the plaque which
is in Gaelic'Beannachdan air na cu caorach'
translated: 'Blessings on the Sheep Dog.'
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MANAGEMENT OF BEEF BREEDING

cows

By G. K. Hi ght , Whatawhata Hill-Country Research Station,
Department of Ag riculture.

I n this article, I will discuss some features of the management of hill-country beef breeding cows.

BREEDING AIMS
There arc three important aims for the efficient management of a breeding herd. These are to grow a large amount of
high-quality feed, to consume most of this food directly by
grazing animals, and to have animals that convert this feed
into saleable lean beef as efficiently as possible. In other words
we must breed animals capa ble of efficient beef production,
a nd feed them on the most economical high-quality feeds we
can get. On hill country these aspects are continually changing. Therefore we have to periodically re-look at our ideas of
beef cattle management in the light of better pasture productivity and quality. We will also need to test new breeds or classes
of cattle on hill country.
As a fi rst step, we must breed more efficient beef-producing
animals. The response we get from our better management and
better pastures, etc., will partly depend on their inherent capac~
ity for high performance. Ideally, beef cows must be highly
fertile, have a high milk production, good mothering ability, a
docile temperament and be long-lived. They must be able to
suckle calves capable of early sexual maturity and a rapid
growth rate but with late physical de\'elopmcnt. There must
be no defects such as bad feet, jaws or udders. The carcasses
of the steer, bull or surplus heifers should have a high proportion
of tender and flavourful lean red meat.
When breeding higher-performance cattle, we must con-

centrate mainly on productive features to make worthwhile
gains. With beef breeding cows, t he ability to rear consistently
good calves to weaning, is of first importa nce. For example,
if a 100-cow herd produces 100 per cent of 300lb liveweight
calves at weaning, then we have 30,000lb of calf. If this herd
weans calves weighing 400lb, then we get 40,000lb of calfan increase of 1O,OOOlb liveweight. But if the fertility of the
beef herd drops to 80 per cent, then we wean only 24,000Jb of
300lb calves. The coat colour or breed of these " hill cows"
matters little. It is more important that they produce good
calves regularly at w eaning, adapt well to hill cow1try and a re
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hardy, active foragers. Their weaned steer calves must also be
able to grow fast without laying down wasteful fat a t light
weights.
These demands have prompted some North Island owners
of breeding herds to try Fricsian or Friesian x beef breeds as
"hill cows."
Two years results with purebred Friesians on
second-class hill country at the Whatawhata Research Station
show that these cattle can forage actively and, even with little
or no supplementary food, produce calves with higher weaning
weights than the traditional Aberdeen Angus. This indicates
that there is a wide scope for improving all types of hill-country
cattle. We must be ready to re-examine traditional ideals in
the light of the rapidly improving hill-country environment.

GRAZING MANAGEMENT
Once the breed and class of cattle have been selected, then
the next most important decision is how to farm them at the
highest feasible stocking rate. T o make the best use of land,
labour and money you may well have to increase the stocking
rate until, although production per an imal drops, there is the
highest possible net return per acre. Only then is the feed
grown used most efficiently. In the North Island, at least, high
stocking rates are vital to the improvement of hill country ant.l
overcome many of the problems of farming this class of land.
Rapid development of reverted North Island hill country
is possible with burning, oversowing, topdres.5ing and concen-

trated sheep grazing. But the usefulness of the traditional beef
cows for this is limited by their winter carrying capacity. Unless
large numbers of cattle can be concentrated on small areas for
short periods, particularly in the spring and summer, then much
of the advantage of cattle for developing land or controlling
roughage can be lost. Furthermore, the number of cows wintered usually decides the number carried throughout the rest
of the year.

WINTERING
The winter feeding of beef cows is most efficient when
their food supply is restricted to the stage where there is a low
cow and calf mortality, high calf growth rates, and unimpaired
reproductive performance. This is particularly true when the
maximum number of stock is wintered with little or no supplementary feed. If hay, silage or crops are fed to cows with only
one calf at low grazing intensities, they are often merely eaten
instead of pasture or roughage. There is then little, if any,
overall benefit. I t is only when most of the feed grown is being
used, or when the feed is of poor quality that supplementary
feeding is likely to be worthwhile. Beef cows seem readily to
adapt their grazing behaviour to the amount of feed available.
They graze more efficiently when there is only a limited amount
of feed. Therefore, we must breed efficient animals and feed
them as economically as possible.

THE EXPERIMENTS
R ecently, at the Whatawhata Hill-Country Research Station, we studied the responses of beef-breeding cows to different
levels of feeding. We paid particular attention to the effects
of high or low levels of feeding over the last 80-90 days or so
before calving, and between calving and weaning. We also
studied how to lessen the effects of underfeeding during these
critical periods.
Figure 1 shows a simplified outline of our nutrition experiments. In late May or June, pregnant Aberdeen Angus cows
varying in age from three- to eight-year-olds were sorted into
different groups and either fed well or fed poorly before calving.
For two years each cow was kept on its treatment until calving,
then either fed well or fed poorly between calving and weaning.

A New Bull-Mating Harness Developed at Whatawhata
1'11010:
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In another experiment, cows were drafted to either a fedwell-before-calving group or to fed-poorly-before-calving groups.
T he cows in the last groups were fed poorly u11til either eight
weeks or three weeks before calving. Thereafter, all got good
feed until weani11g. \Ve took care to balance the cows in groups
for age, calving date, initial cow livewcight, sire of calf, and
mating group so that these factors did not bias the comparisons.
All cattle were carried on hill country at a stocking rate of
4 ...5 ewe equivalents per acre.

High levels of feeding meant offering beef cows ample
autumn pasture and as much hay as they could eat over the
pre-calving periods, followed by spring pasture sometimes supplemented with hay. In contrast, for low levels of feeding, we
confined beef herds to smaller areas of hill country that had been
previously closely grazed with sheep or other cattle, and where
there was only poor-quality roughage and fern left. No supplementary feed was given to the cows on a low plane of nutrition.
T he cows and their calves were weighed fortnightly or monthly
and the cow-liveweight changes and their behaviour used to
decide later feeding levels.
THE RESULTS
T he main results of the experiments can be summarised as
follows:
( 1) Effect of Hard Cow Wintering on Calves
A reduction in cow livew eight of 1151b-1361b (or by 13-18
per cent) during the last 80-90 days before ac tual calving
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Aberdeen Angus High-Plane Cows at Weaning
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reduced the bir th weight of calves by 12-131b or 20-22 per
cent. I t increased calf mortality, and reduced calf weaning
weight by 36lb compared with cows fed well before calving.
These effects of under-feeding before calving are likely to be the
greatest difference one can expect compared to hill-count!)' Aberdeen Angus cattle fed on a high plane before calvir.g. The livcweight of mature cows in the early 5lages of underfeeding did
not drop greatly unles.5 food intake was severely restricted.
(2 ) Calf Birth and Weaning W eights
The high or low level of feeding of a cow before calving could have the same effect on calf weaning weight as the
level of feeding after calving. Both periods are important if
you want high calf weaning weights. When the breeding herd
was fed poorly both before calving and during the suckling
period, the calf weaning weights at the end of J anuary ( 4)12
months of age ) dropped by 75lb on average, compared to those
from cows fed on a high plane throughout. Poor feeding only
before calving, or only between calving and weaning, decreased
calf weaning weight by 36-38lb.
(3 ) P oor Feeding While Suckling Can D epress Next Calving
The fertility level of beef cows is sensitive to the level of
feedjng, particularly between calving and weaning. Some 45
per cent of the cows poorly fed both before a nd after calving
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Friesian and Aberdeen Angus Calves a t Weaning.
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were empty the following autumn. In contrast, only 3-9 per
cent of the rest of the cows whether fed well before and after
calving, fed poorly before calving and then better fed, or fed
well before calving and then fed to maintain weight, were not in
calf the following year. This suggests that the fertility level can
be depressed and subsequent calving dates delayed by very
low levels of feeding after calving and particularly if the cows
are in low condition at calving. Overseas evidence suggests
that this effect of nutrition on cow ferti lity is due to a delayed
onset of first oestrus.
(4) Calf Growth After Weaning
M ost of the heifer calves from these experiments have been
kept at the H ill Station, to find the effects of various levels of
cow feeding before and after calving on the calves' post-weaning
growth. The results show that very poor cow feeding right
up until calving may have a quite permanent stunting effect
on the livcweight of heifer calves. This can be avoided however,
by feeding cows better for about eight weeks or more before
calving, to help them recover their autumn liveweights.
Heifer calves, even if their dams were poorly fed while
suckling them, were able to compensate for any nutritional
handicap by increased growth rates after weaning, compared
with calves from previously well-ifed cows. However, very big
drops in the weaning weight of heifer calves, if also accom46

panied by poor liveweight gains during their first autumn and
winter, could prevent their successful mating as two-year-olds.
This early mating should be the aim in the effi cient management
of all beef herds.
( 5 ) Eight W eeks or T hree Weeks Better Feed
When beef cows were fed well for only eight weeks before
calving, the effects of previous poor feeding were largely
avoided. No differences were seen in calf mortality, weaning
weights, cow liveweight at weaning, or in later fertility between
them and other cows fed to gain weight throughout late pregnancy. H owever, when cows previously on a low plane were
fed to gain weight for only three weeks before calving, and did
not recover their autumn liveweight by calving, then calf birthweight was reduced by 8lb.
( 6) Young Cows Are Susceptible to Poor Feeding
O ur data indicates that three-year-old cows are more
susceptible to undernutrition near calving and during lactation t han are older cows. Some preferential feeding of these
younger animals and older cows in light condition may, therefore, be wise when feed is in short supply if increases in calf
mortality and the proportion of cows not in calf the following
year are to be avoided.
( 7) Compensatory Growt h
A feature of Aberdeen Angus cows suckling only one calf
has been their high compensatory growth rate or capacity to
recover between calving and weaning. Cows that were poorly
fed before calving have grown up to ~ lb per day faster, when
fed well after calving, than those previously fed at a high level
before they calved; and they have been able to fully recover

their liveweight by weaning. Furthermore, cows which have
scarcely gained weight during suckling, have regained any liveweight difference present at weaning, by increased growth rates
over the next winter. They have then actually produced heavier
calves than those cows previously fed on a high level! This
capacity of beef cows to recover could be used to advantage to
buffer a varying supply of pasture provided they are not restricted during critical periods. Animals used to a restricted feed
supply may perhaps be less affected by later undernutrition, or
they may keep a competitive grazing advantage compared with
animals which had been previously used to ample food.
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Hill-Country Friesian Cows Suckling One or Two Calves
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FEED SAVIN GS ARE POSSIBLE
AU these results emphasize the importance of good feeding
during critical periods.
Mature Aberdeen Angus cows in good condition in the
late autumn may be fed through the winter to maintain weight,
or allowed to gradually lose about 10 per cent of their weight
until approximately eight weeks before calving. If they are
then given more food to fully recover their autumn liveweight,
and fed well through to weaning, the winter feed shortage
appears to have little effect on their performance.
This
approach can reduce the amount of supplementary feed and
saved pasture needed for a single-suckled beef herd over most
of the winter. The regular drafting off and better feeding of
cows in poor condition can help to avoid "tail-end" animals.
Hay feeding can be delayed as long as possible since, once feeding starts, beef cows tend to gather at feeding points and may
graze remote areas less efficiently.
While these experiments do give some guide to the feeding
of beef herds on hill country, such management practices must
be adjusted to fit the particular farm and stocking rate. Good
stockmanship cannot be replaced by the "average" result. T here
is an urgent need to re-examine all aspects of hill-cattle farming
if we are to produce more beef more efficiently. At Whatawhata, we are now looking further at Friesians as beef-producing
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" hill cows," to systems o( early weaning, and to studies on the
mating behaviour of cattle using a new bull-mating harness, and
its use in artificial insemination.

SUMMARY
T o summarize, our experiments with beef cows have shown
that:
1. Poor feeding of cows in late pregnancy lowered calf birth
weight (by 20 per cent) and increased caJf deaths (by 18
per cent) compared to calves from well-fed cows. It also
reduced call weaning weights by an average of 36lb at
weaning, even though all the cows were fed well after
calving .
2. If the cows were a lso poorly fed a/ter calving the weaning
weight of their calves was 361b lower still. Therefore
cow feeding levels both before and after calving can influence calf weaning weights by as much as 751b.
3. If the cows were poorly fed both before calving and right
through to weaning it greatly increased the number of
dry cows in the following season. But, if a cow did conceive, poor feeding oYer one calving did not affect her next
year's ability to wean a good calf (although calving may
be later ).
4. A short ( 8 weeks) period of good feeding before calving
can make up for earlier poor feeding. T his means that
it may be wasteful to provide expensive supplementary feed
all winter. But three weeks' extra feeding was too short for
recovery in the trial described.
5. Cows have a remarkable ability to recover liveweight when
fed well after being fed poorly. Cows poorly fed before
calving but fed well afterwards caught up in five months
to o thers fed well a ll the w ay thro ug h .

6.

Mature cows

can be " done hard" through most of the winter without ill effect. But young cows and any older cows iu light
condition should be looked after.
More cattle can be carried by using a mature cow's ability
to adapt to the feed supply. But she must be fed well in·
critical periods- that is for several weeks before calving
and particularly from calving to weaning.
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BOOK REVIEW
FIELD GUIDE TO THE ALPINE PLANTS OF NEW ZEALAND
By J. T. Salmon.
(A. H. & A W . Reed. 304pp.
$5.60.)
M ost runho ld ers and their
mustere r,;; notice the various attractive plants they tra mp over
when on the high beats; many
wish they knew their names;
some even attempt to cultivate
them in the homestead garden.
AH these and many others, including trampers and city gar-·
deners will tha nk D r Salmon
for producing this book.
He ~ct out to illustrate in
colour, in flower or fruit o r
both, the plants most commonly
seen in our mountains. Each of
the 4 79 photographs ha~ with it
a brief descriptio n and notes o n
J>lioto: J. Miln
distribution. They arc arra nged b} a simple ecological g rouping; subalpinc a nd alpine scrub, tussock g rasslands and carpet
g rasslands, screes and rocky places, hcrbfields and fcllfields. The
la.~t <;ection, entitled " Ecolog)," h as illustrations of plants growing in natural as.socia tions.
T o help the amateur, the a uthor in each case lists a "common'' name with the scientific n am e, the latter sometimes misspelled . Where there was not alrea.dy a popular na me, Dr
Salmon has created one. This h as not a lways been successful
a nd is sometime... confusing.
The a uthor is a notable photographer and some o f his
fin est wo rk appears in this book. H is aim has been to show the
main identificat ion characters a nd in most cases he has done it
admirably. There arc a few failures, mostly with the g rasses
which a rc, h owever, notoriously difficult subjects.
( Many
read ers will be puzzled o\·er N o . 1 14 , la belled ilver Tussock. )
C lose-up photographs help to identify difficult species but unfortuna tely we have no idea o f scale. Certa inly, measurement!>
:-.uch as h eight and leaf size a re given but they a re metric an d
how many New Zealanders can readily convert these fig ures
when examining a plant on a mountain sid e?
The quality of the colour varies; m ost reproductions ar c
exceeding ly good ; many are superb ; a few a re a complete
failure . But a nyone realising the d ifTicultiec; of checking colou r
work done in J a pan will forget the failures and ma ke full use
of the others to enha nce his enjoyment of o ur very rema rkable
alpine flora.
-L.W .~ IcC.

INSECTS AND TUSSOCK GRASSLAND
DEVELOPMENT
By J. M . K elsey, Entom ology D ivision, Dept. of Scient ific and
Indu strial Research, Lincoln.

I t is distinctly encouraging to sec tussock country being
developed by some progressive farmers in both the North and
South Island. This article is an effort to help these farmers
maintain the pasture production resulting from their oversowing
and topdressing.

IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED PASTURE BOTH
SUFFER
Of the 45 species of insects recorded feeding on tussock
( Kelsey, 195i ) the common grass grub ( Costel)•tra zealandica
White) and porina caterpillars ( Wiseana spp ) that are major
pests of lowland pastures, are also tho e causing most damage
in tussock grassland. Unfortunately, it is the progressive farmer
who is hit hardest by these insects. As far as natural regeneration from seed is concerned, it is unlikely that there could be
a ny good permanent establishment of seedling plants beyond
three years wherever grass grubs and/ or porina are present.
This was shown in experiments in the Ashburton and Rakaia
Gorges and also in the Mackenzie Country. T wenty-four months
after insecticide treatment, the intcrtussock growth had formed
a continuous mat on previously bare ground. But untreated
plots, both inside and outside netting fences, still had only bare
ground, or at best a very poor cover of sickly plants between
tussocks.
Furthermore, improved land we saw 3-4 years after the
start of oversowing of seed and fertilisers, showed that grass
grub and porina populations had increased to well above levels
normally present in unimproved land. T his increase with improvements in vegetative cover is to be expected becau$e grass
grubs become cannibals when little root growth is left for them
to feed on. This would occur less on oversown areas where
there would be more roots to feed higher numbers of grubs.
Vhth porina, extra cover would give better protection for sur-•
face-laid eggs and young caterpillars than on unimproved areas.
Most of the improved, but insect-damaged, land we saw still
had good grass/clover composition. H owever, root damage
made it unlikely that there would be any real grazing value from
these past ures. Even 3-9 grass grubs per square foot can prevent leaf growth of more than one inch in the same time a nd
soil where leaf length should be 6in-8in.
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The remedy is simple- treat the land with insecticides.

EFFECTIVE SPREADING
Most of the improved land inspected had been treated
with insecticides, or rather, the farmers had paid to have the
jJaddocks treated by aeroplanes. By this remark I mean that
the insecticide had been dropped from such an a:ticudc and in
wind conditions that maC.:e it almost certa!D that most, if not
all the insecticide ( and superphosphate ) would not land on the
paddocks or even the farm of the owner who had paid for it.
Our D.S.l. R. Entomology Division Sub-station in Canterbury
has carried out two big trials with 'plane-applied, fertiliser-based
insecticides using the con\'entional vertical super hoppers, and
also with the fishtail or venturi type of horizontal distributor
under the vertical hopper. It has also checked distribution by
ground tcpdressers.
All machines had weaknesses but these lay mainly in the
operators' ideas of effective width of spread, or in their calibrating of machines for different materials, rather than in the
machines themselves. But when weaknesses are known and
remedied they cease to remain real problems.
Where they can be used, star feed, Monro drag-feed, spinners, and oscillator type machines all give reasonable spread if
operators (particularly contractors ) realise that the effective
swath widths of machines are almost always less than those
which they use. For example, spinners and bulk topdressers
usually run at 20-foot centres. But the effective swath widthbased on insect control- is usually not more than 12-14 feet.
'Planes have played a very important role in the development of tus.5ock grasslands- in fact such development could not
have been done economically without them-but too many
operators are flying too high and at swath widths that are too
wide. This has often resulted in lanes of good pasture alternating with poor and even no pasture establishment.

DRIFT
Very few feeder mechanisms on 'planes can give good distribution beyond the wing spans of ' planes used. \<\lhile this was
important with application of seed and fertilisers, it becomes of
even greater importance when insecticides are being used,
because with them there must be almost perfect distribution
without drift. Some forms of insecticides are fine and can drift
for miles in relatively still air (0-5 m.p.h. ) . For example the
Canterbury tests referred to above showed that for each mile of
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wind velocity up to 30.z m.p.h. 10 per cent of the dry a nd wet
mix DDT supers drifted off a flagged 7-acrc target when planes
flew a t only 50 feet altitude.
When it is realised tha t in most districts in lew Zealand
there are fewer than 15 complete daylight days in which winds
are under 5 m.p.h. duriug the 273 days from !st Scptember3 1st M ay when most fert ilisers are applied ( Kelsey, 1963 ), it
becomes obvious tha t the d rift problem is a real one- particularly to contractors who, of course, must use every daylight hour
if they wa nt to ma ke a profit. T hey cannot, on arrival at
farmer Jones' property on a windy day, agree to come again
when conditions arc better, because they have a waiting list of
other fa rmers booked for those days. The result is that contractors sometimes place farmers in the position of saying either:
" Don' t a pply if ' or "Apply it even though conditions are
wrong.''
A pa rtial solution of this problem is to use coarser materials
tha t wil[ not drift so far, and this is why chemicals and fertilisers
a re now p repa red in prill, pellet and gra nular forms. All these
can be a pplied in winds up to 15 m.p.h. There are, on average,
200 days in the 273 of the September-May period during which
winds arc less tha n 15 m.p.h. all day, so the advantages of
these prepa ra tions a re obvious not only for insecticide but also
for fertiliser a pplication.
These cha nges in formula tion, however, lead to other problems. Granulated forms cannot be applied evenly by machines
designed for, say, fine superphosphate-alterations to machiner y arc necessary or swath widths must be changed. Thus if
granulat ed DDT super is a pplied by the usual vertical-hopper
topdressing pla ne, the result will be a "gravel pa thway" about
6 feet wide. The only existing planes that could apply such
granulated super would be those with a horizontally mounted
" fishtail " or venturi, and possibly the Swathmaster type, but
operators of even these machines should check effective width
of runs. I still think it very unlikely tha t these swath widths
will be wider than wing spa ns, which are usually 35ft-42ft.

THE C HOICE OF INSECTICIDES
The re a re many insecticides that kill or incapacitate grass
grubs and porina caterpillars. But so far as the majority of
tussock grassland is concerned, the choice is limited by velocities
of winds, type of country, and duration of effectiveness of insecicides against both insects. T hese factors mean that insecticides
should be in granula r form and ' plane-applied.
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Treated and U ntrea ted Pasture

l'/wlo: j. M . K elsr)'

The following insecticides have proved themselves in tests
over many years against grass grubs and porina : DDT, lindane,
diazinon, fenitrothion and trichlorphon, all at dosages of 1-21bs
active ingredient (a .i. ) per acre ). For best results the 21b/ acre
dosage of all these materials should be used. Costs of these per
acre for 21b of active incredient in pellet or granular forms are
82 cents for DDT in granulated super ; $2.10 for DDT in prilJ
form ; lindane $5. 12; diazinon $8.80; fenitrothion $6.40 and
trichlorphon $10.00 per acre. So on initial cost alone the choice
is obvious- granulated DDT super. Choice becomes more
defin ite still when it is known that DDT is the only one that
lasts against both insects for longer than one generation of
insects. Several of them (DDT , lindane ) last fo r up to four
years against grass grubs, but lindane lasts only one year against
porina, whereas DDT lasts for three years against this caterpillar.
The July 1968 cost of the DDT in Hornby granulated DDT
super is 82c an acre. Since it will also control some of the
other pasture pests such as army caterpillars, does not require
separate operations for fertiliser and insecticide treatment, and
is the safest of the above insecticides, it has so many advantages
that its choice should be automatic.
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RESIDUES
The only d isadva ntages in using DDT ( and the other long
term residue chemicals above ) is that its use could, if stock
withholding periods a re not adhered to, result in residues in our
export meat a nd other farm produce. This is a threat we must
avoid. Even this disadvantage however, would not be a real
one if scientific evidence was used and a pplied to the DDT
residue question. There is no scientific evidence that the residues
being found would in a ny way adversely affect human health.
I n fact there is an overwhelming literature to the contrary. The
use of DDT in la rge quantities each year for 25 years in malarial
countries has resulted in the saving of million of lives, reduced
hospitalised cases to a very small figure, doubled life expectancy
in countries such as India, brought tens of thousands of acres of
rich agric ultural land under productive farming, hydro-electric
and irrigation schemes, a nd more tha n doubled food production
wherever it is used properly. Such factors should carry more
weight tha n a nebulous fea r that there may be some as yet und iscovered ill-effects from DDT usage. D r J. M. Barnes, D irector of M edical R esearch Council's Toxicology Research Unit
( Ba rnes, 1967 ) stressed the unreality of the present insecticidein-food t olerances ( usually fixed by over-fed, over-producing
countries ) when there a re so many poorly-·fed countries. They
should not be denied access to food with such low residues of the
safer insecticides such as DDT, malathion and lindane.
It is true that there are big gaps in our knowledge of entomological aspects of tussock grassland development. However,
there is ample evidence that in DDT at 21bs a.i.jacre in granulated super, there is a low-cost solution for control of the four
main insect pests (grass grub, porina, army caterpillar and
tussock moth). Now that the rabbit problem is under control
these are probably the most important single factors preventing
long term establishment of continuous pasture on much of our
tussock grassland.
REFER ENCE S
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PRICE LIST O F INSECTI CIDES USI NG A l LB ACTIV E INGREDIENT COMPARISON.
Concentration

Material
Form
Straight Super Granu lated
(ex Hornby )
DDT Super
Granulated
(ex Hornby )

JU LY 1968.

D etails
$23.90/Ton Bu lk = $1.20/cwt or
$1.80 I Y2\\\'l.

!;)34.55/Ton Bulk = $1.73/cwt or
$2.60 I Y2 cwt.
T herefore the extra cost for the 21b of active DDT is 80 cents.
I Y2cwt strength

DDT

P r ills

20%

$10.50/501bs

DDT

Emulsifiable concentrate

20%

5 gallom $20.13. H gallons $156.81

Price o r I lb
active ing redient
(T"\0

ptices

\\here

two cr.n taiuer !>iL<'S)

$ 1.05
$2.02

Sl.78

$2.56

Linclanc

Pr ills

20%

$25.62/501bs

Lindane

Emulsifiablc concentrate

20%

I gal lon $8.59. 5 gallons $41.97

Trichlor fon

Granule

T richlorfon

Emulsion

60%

I gallon $13.05. 5 gallons $6 1. lU

$2.18

$2.04

Lcpidcx

Water soluble solution

60%

I gallon $11.92. 5 gallom $58.10

$1.99

$1.94

Trichlorfon

Soluble powde r

80%

71b tin $ 10.29. 561b tin $78.40

$1.84

$1.75

Fcnitro:hion

Prill

10%

S16

rcnitrothion

Emulsiliablc conrcntratc

60%

l gallon$10.60. 5 ga llon> $97.00

$3.27

$3.23

Fcni te 80

Emulsifiable concentrate

80%

1 gallon S25.20. 5 gallons $125.00

$3.15

$3.12

Fensulfothion

Granule

Diazinon

Granule

Diazinon

Emulsifiablc conccni ra1.c

00%

I ga ll on $25.30. 5 gallons $ 125.50

Heptach lor

Gr;inule

10%

$ 15 for 50lb; = 30c lb

5G

Un li kely tu be avai lable bu t if it is it
could be up to 25c lb.

for 50lbs

5%

39c/lb Special Conditions see H.H. York

5%

22c/lb or $1 I for 501bs

$4.30

s+.2'J

$5.00

$3.20

$7.80
$4.40
$3.16

$3.1"1

S3.00

CHEMICALS FOR THE CONTROL OF
GRASS GRUB AND PORINA
By F. B. Thompson , Registrar, Agricultural Chemicals Board .

GRASS GRUB
DDT is still the only insecticide firml y recommended for
general use to control gra s grub. Pelleted forms, such as granula ted DDT / superpho phate, and DDT prills, pellets or granules,
can be u ed either alone or mi xed with superphosphate. They
may be a pplied without permit on p astures (other than those
grazed by dairy cattle ) subj e t to th e following condition :
(a ) Stock must be removed before application, and the treated
areas must not be grazed for two weeks afterwards.
( b ) The application must not exceed 2Ib of DDT per acre.
There are everal g ra de of DDT / superphosphate available
in th e outh Island , a nd th e maximum rate of application
for these is either 1, 1;Ii or 2cwt per acre, dependin g on
the amount of DDT in the uperphosphate. U ers should
check with th e label to be sure that they do not exceed the
co rrect rate of applicati on. If the materi al comes in bulk,
refer to the particul ar in the Advice ote, which the seller
i required by the Fertili ers A t to give to the bu yer.
( ) No area may be treated twice in the same year.
( d ) The pasture must be dry and short (not more than 1 inch
high for sheep pasture and 3 inches for cattle pasture ) .
( e ) Not more than one-third of the farm may be treated at
any one time. But further portions may be treated after
a lapse of twelve week since the last applicati on of DDT.
Wh ere grass grub is resistant to DDT, lindane pellets may
be appli ed if a permit is obtained from the Department of Agriculture. Withholding peri ods of lind ane are being reviewed and
the u er hould refer to the condition on the permit instead of
instructions on the label .
Grass grubs which are re i tant to DDT are al o susceptible
to diazinon. The Boa rd has accepted a tentative recommendation for it use to control gra s grub only. Diazinon can be
bought under the trade name of " Gesapon.' It may be applied
as granules, or as an emulsifiable concentrate or wettable-powder
in a spray. Pay particular attention to the label dfrections
about applying when the oil is moist or when rain is expected.
No permits are required to u e diazinon and there i no withholding period before grazing, provided that the recommended
rate of application a re not exceeded.
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A new material, fensulfothion, is available in small amounts
for field assessment for the control of grass grub. I t is very
toxic and there are several restrictions on its use.
Another new material, namely, Bayer 5860, is much less
toxic. It is also promising for the control of grass grub, and is
available in small amounts for experimental use. Anyone interested in using either of these two new materials should apply
to the proprietors, Messrs H enry York & Co., for further
information.

PORI NA
T he Agricultural Chemicals Board has given full registration to three materials, namely, diazinon, fenitrothion and trichlorfon, for the control of porina. Permits are not required for
these insecticides. Diazinon has been discussed already under
Grass Grub.
Fenitrothion can be bought under the trade names "Fenite," "Folithion," "Gramothion," "Tartan Fenitrothion," "Verthion" and "Winstoncs Fenitrothion." It is available as pellets
or as an emulsifiable concentrate. There is a 7-day withholding period before grazing for pelleted materials and 14 days for
spray applications.
Trichlorfon can be bought as "Dipterex" granules with
no withholding period before grazing, and as "Dipterex" and
"Lepidex" liquid for spraying. There is a 5-day withholding
period after these spray applications.
To reduce to a minimum the contamination of the environment with DDT residues, it is Agricultural Chemicals Board
policy that DDT be not used if other materials are available.
Therefore, DDT is no longer recommended for the control of
porina.
For further details about the use of any of the materials
mentioned, refer to the local Farm Advisory Officer.

A NEW LOOK AT CONSERVATION RUN
PLANS
During 1967 a Technical Committee appointed by
the Soil Conservation & Rivers Control Council investigated farm plans of difficult high-country runs. They
met many interested bodies including the High-Country
Committee of Federated Farmers and received submissions from the Institute.
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The members of the Committee were:
A. F. Grecnall- Chief Soil Conservator, Ministry
of Works (convener) .
R. \\I . Wilson- Chief Pastoral Lands Off:cer,
Lands and Survey Department.
D. K. Crump-Farm Advisory Officer (Economics ), Department of Agriculture.
Their report and recommendations were considered
by the Council. It has now issued the following statement.

NATIONAL WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION
ORGANISATION
W ELLI NGTON, NEW ZEALAND
25 Jul y, 1968
C IRCULAR INSTR UCTION 1968/25
T o : All Catchment Authorities
CONSERVATION PLANS OF TRUE HIGH COUNTRY RUNS
The nature of many high cou ntry runs requires that conse rvation
plans of such runs be desig'ncd, programmed and financially assessed in
much greater deta il and wi th more cau tion than is usually need ed, if the
objectives of the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council, Catchment Authorities, and the runholders ar!' LO be achi eved smoothl y and
effectively.
For those reasons, the Council requires the use of the procedures set
ou t below for all farm plans of runs which come within the following
definition.
Definition of those hi gh country conservat ion run plans which in
future are to be prepared in accordance with the following recommendati ons and procedures:" Runs where soil conse rvation nwasures are necessa ry in the national
interest to co mbat erosion and dep letion and on which substantia l areas
of C lass VIII land shou ld be retired, th ereby requiring changes in run
and stock manage ment.
"These cha nges require financial and economi c eval uation having
regar::I to possible needs for additiona l financial assistance for development of a unit of at least equal strength."
Recommendations and Procedures
The recommendations are based on th e principle thac the runholder
must not be penalized due to accepting and comp leti ng a run plan.
A ( I ) In order that there be a frank disclosure of the runholder's financial situation there be a strict provision for sec rel'y.
( 2) The Catchment Authority must establish that the ru nholder ca n
finance th e proposed plan.
( 3) The Catchment Authority prepare a n economi c report. The
profitabi lity of the proposed plan should be determined by conservative budgeting to the time when a static phase of development
has been reached. The budge ted cash surplus befo re and after the
plan has been executed should be comparer!. Interest on the
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runholdcr's capital input shou ld be included in the expenditure
of the final static budget.
(4 ) The estimated level of indebtedness of the farmer must be calculated for each year of the proposed farm plan.
(5 ) The progress of the farm p lan in any one year should be d ictated
by the availabil ity of finance. The C:itcfonent Authority in consultatior. with the runholdcr should adjust the plan accord ing to
changes in the availabil ity of cash funds.
(6) Where desired the first 5-year pl:in may be restricted to a small
pilot scheme to gain knowledge and confidence. Annual programmes of conservation works must be conservatively planned in
re lation to the runholder's financial resources.
(7) A balance must be maintained between the erosion control needs
and wo rks whi ch bring in a rapid return. Those works which
show the highest return should be give n priority.
(8) The Catchment Authority must establish a team approach in
which in particular the runho lder but also the Dep::1rtments of
Lands and of Agriculture play a full part not only in the des ign
of but also in the carrying out of the farm plan. Where this has
not already been clone procedures for teaming up with the Pastoral Lands Officers at the earliest possible stage and in the most
constructive way should be implemented.
(9) The proposed p lan must provide adequ ite time for deve lopment
of off~ite grazing before programming for permanent retirement or
for spelling of severely eroded lands.
( 10) Consideration of and provision for the control of fire, noxious
anin:als and weeds must be made.
B (I) As soon as the L.U.C.S. Handbook now being prepared for publication is avai lable, Land Use Capabi lity Surveys ( L.U.C.S. ) by
Catchment Authorities conform strictly to National standards
and proC'Cdures. Particular care is necessary in determin ing class
VIII boundaries.
(2) Procedures should be introduced for greater consultation and for
report and recommendation between officers within each department at the planning and job level and at the District and Catchment Authority lc\'el simi lar to that operative within Lands
Department.
Full attention is to be given to the following matters:
(3) ( i ) Methods a lternative to grant fencing for retirement of Class

VIII land.
(ii) Prompt payment of subsidy.
( iii ) Expression of subsidies on a percentage of tota l rost basis,
total cost to include on-cost and soil conservation fee.
(iv) More frequent and deta iled assessments of stock performance
and progress in respect to conservation, production and
profitability.
N. C. McLEOD
Director of Water and Soil Conservation.
Per: A. F. GREENALL.
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Black Still on nest. The pale £ace and speckled forehead is quite
common among Black Stilts.
Plwlo: I . I .. ,\/ti
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THE BLACK STILT
( H imanlopus 11ovae::.enln11diae )
By Mrs G . Hamel, 42 Ann Street, Roslyn, Dunedin .
Over the p ast three years, members of the N.Z. Ornitholog ical Society ha ve been searching the Ohau-Omarama a rea for
Black tilt<;, a b ird which . ccms to be ra pidly approach ing extjnct ion and now ranks as one of our ra rest birds.
These Black Stilts a rc probably the descendants of a n early
invasion into N ew Zeala nd of the ordina ry Pied Stilt stock which
h as a wo rld-wide distribution. For :-.o mc reason these birds
cha nged g ra dually from pied lo black. M ore recently, we think
tha t there h as been a second in'"asion of Pied tilts probably
I rom Austra lia and these p roduced our present Pied Stilt . tock.
Unfortunately Black a nd Pied •tilts can interbreed and
seem to d o so quite commonly, but we a re not certa in what the
hybrid plumage p attern is. The ma tter is complicated by the
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fact that young Black Stilts pass through a series of black and
white stages and we are not yet certain that we can distinguish
these stages from the true hybrids in the fi eld. We are starting
to colour-band Black Stilt chicks in the Ohau-Omarama area
and hope that sightings of banded birds will help solve this
problem.
The extinction of the pure Black Stilts may be clue to two
processes. Breeding back into the Pied Sti lt stock may be causing them to lose their separate genetic status; or they may be
losing the battle for breeding and feeding sites with the very
adaptable and successful Pied Stilt. For various reasons neither
explanation seems adequate, though the two together may be
crucial.
\fe a re not so optimistic as to expect that our work will
save the bird from extinction, but we do hope that our information may be useful in saving other desirable rare birds. Also we
realise that we may be watching evolution going into reverse.
After all, the basic process of evolution is the formation of a
new species and here is a bird, which was almost a proper species,
apparently merging back into its parent stock- a rather unusual
event.
The breeding area of the Black Stilts is rapidly shrinking,
and now seems to be centred on the Mackenzie Country. The
'"' ildlife Service, with the help of Ornithological Society members, will be doing a survey of alJ riverbed birds in the Upper
Waitaki Catchment in October; and O.S.N.Z. members will also
visit the area independently on weekends during November and
December. We would like to call on as many farmers as possible while we are in the area to gather up any information they
can give us about Black Stilts. If any farmer outside the Mackenzie Country has ever seen a Black Stilt on his farm we would
be very glad to hear about it. As well as simple records of sightings, the sort of thing we want to know is:
- - numbers of Black Stilts seen over the years at particular
sites,
- anything that you have noticed about their decrease JO
numbers,
-when they arrive in spring and leave in autumn,
- and if you have even seen them in the breeding areas
during winter.
Any information that farmers can give us will be most
gratefuliy acknowledged.
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Four hundred miles south-east of N ew Z ealand lies Campbell Jsla11d. Today it has a meteorological station manned all
the year round by JO m en living in comparative comfort. But
for 36 )'ears, from 1895 until it was abandoned i11 1931, it was
leased by the New Z ealand Gol1e rnme11t as a sh eep-gra;:ing run.
The several syndicates and owners who h eld the lease employed
shepherds l o mus/er and shear their sheep. ThesP mP11 li11ed 011
the island for at leas/ n )'ear at a t:me. often in very primitive
conditions. Th e last shepherds were marooned there for two
years when no steam er was sent dow11 for them.
We have been lucky to meet Mr !I lex Spence of Good wood.
near Palmerston, the only one of that party still alive. J\!lr
Spence is a quiet, now-elderly m an but we think readers will
understand /h e hardships these men put up with from his story.
W e are sure you will enjoy this tale of sheep farmin g nearly
forty years ago.
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Alrx Spence and Friends

I had been working on Redcliffs stalion for five years and
since rd come out from cotland just after the First World
War, I thought I would make the trip back to see the Edinbu1gh Exhibilion of 1930. Then I saw an advertisement saying
they wanted a!1 extra shepherd on Campbell Island for eight
months. They would pay £2/10/- a week wages plus an extra
£1/10/- a hundred for shearing and 5/- a skin scaling bonus.
·what better chance to save a bit of money and still be back in
time to go to the Exhibition? \\'right, tephensonc:; took me on.
I was told I"d return when a steamer called wme time in
;\larch ( 1930) but lhc agreement also said "or until such time
as it can be arranged to bring him back." A fellow didn'l
think t'A ice about those words at the time. We were told to
have 400 "ethers mustered in and readv for the steamer to
pick up-and, of course, the wool.
·

SOUTH
I sailed south in i\fay 1929 on the "Kotare," a small coastal
steamer of 130 tons. It wasn't supposed to carry passengers so
[ was signed on as a steward. H arry Warren was with me.
Hari; wa<> the brother of J ohn Warren who "ith his nephew
Arthur lea."Cd the island for a rent of £50 a vear. Arthur, a
}oung man about 25 years old, first went do~vn in December
1927. Jack followed later. H e was 50 but h e could run like
a hare. Harry was about 42 years old. H e had been down
before but was going back. This was his second try. H e'd gone
south in December 1928 in the "Eleanor Bolling"-a supply
ship of the Brrd Expedition but the weather was so bad and·
the visibilit~ ~ poor that the captain decided it was impo. siblc
to put in.
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I Tarry and J never got there this lime either. The "K atan'"
got lost even though it h ad three spare captains aboard for the
trip, and we " ere out for a fortnight.
uch foul \\ eather ble''
up that in the end we had to tum back. The little boat nearl)
foundered. At one stage l remember the old cook came do" n
with his false teeth chattering. He said , " The Captain says the
boat's sprung a leak and won' t last half an hour. H ave you got
a whi"k) ?'. "No," I sa y", "it's down in my gear."
The boat
rose up sharp on a wave. I crashed down the ladder J '' a~
holding on to and hit m y head o n a stove. I woke and
felt the water sloshing around me and a light bulb above me
and l thought, " What the hell's happened? I must ha\'e got
drunk and fallen down in the gutter 'Omewhe1e under a street
lam p:· I got back to 111) bunk. The ala1 m clock fell off the
shelf, hit the fl oor and started ring ing. After a while it rollrrl
against the wall and stopped, then it rolled a nd sta rted ringing
a!.(ain. I took it into b ed with me.
Luckily th~ wind ea.cc.I and the seas dropped a bit and '' c
C\'entually got back lo Bluff.
lt wasn't until August 1929 that we finally landed on the
island. We had o ur dogs, a )Car's food and clothing and spare
parL'> for the island's lau nch. It had a broken clutch and had
been la id up on the slip for thirteen months. \\' c got it fixed
in the first few clays after wr arrived. Then we Aoated it o ff
and had a bit of an arg ument whether to put it back on the ~ lip
or leave it riding at a nchor. \\'e left it. D uring the nig ht a
proper gale blc'' up and ''hen we got up in the morning there
was no launch. We found her wrecked la ter on Kelp Po int.
It was a great lo·· it would have saved us miles of walking to
start mustering. All we had left wa.:; a dinghy and a punt like a
big square box. The wool was usual!) stacked in this, 20 bale!>
at a time, and the punt pulled out hand O\'cr hand along a line
from the jetty to the steamer. It had pens on it, too, for sheep.

THE STATION
W ell, we loaded the la.'t ~eason's \\OOI on to the steamer
and it sailed off leaving us alone on the island.
Campbell Island is about 28,000 acres in size. I would
say over a third o f it, all the lower slopes, was cove red in dense
scrub, thinning out to big tussocks and Campbell Island Iii) ac;.
you got higher. Those sno'' tussocks would get up round } our
waist when they weren't burnt. \'\'c burnt when \ve could but
it was generally too wet to do much. It was just like the country
in the back of the L a mmerlaws and Lammermoors- peat
swamps and such like.
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The northern end of it was the best - it was limestone, and
the few wild cattle Jived there. They didn't breed much and
looked like a horthorn type.
It was a rough, hilly island with several rocky peaks-the
highest was Mount Honey which would be a little under 2,000
feet. There were three or four others only a bit lower than this.
I wa~ cold the island had been an old volcano once.
One day after we'd been there a while, Arthur and J
climbed up one of them called Dumas. When we got high
enough to look out to sea, away to the south-west we \\<ere surprised to see what looked like a full- •rigged sailing ship. But
after peering through the telescope we realised it wa-. a hugr
iceberg hull down on the horizon. \\'hen we got to the top, we
saw another only six or seven miles away to the north-east. And
further round there \\as yet another, the largest of the three
it looked like Mt Cook gone for a !'iwim. Broken ice had stacked
up all along the rocks.
The main harbour was called Perseverance Inlet, after the
name of the vessel that discovered the island. IL was an inlet
about seven miles long and at the head of it, in the fo1 I: of two
arms, was our homestead and buildings.
The old weathrrboard house had been built about the turn
of the century as a two-room cottage, and four bedrooms were
added later along the back. One of the rooms was almost full
of books; I think every boflt that came in had brought some.
Another room was a grocery store. We had tanks for rain water
and a wood-burning stove. \\'e cut the wood for it from a sort
of she-oak scrub about two miles down the inlet and we ferri ed
it back in the punt towed by the dinghr. The rest of the buildings "ere another storeroom, a woolshed which could hold about
:300 sheep, and a shed with a couple of tons of petrol for the
launch, stacked in tins. There was also a sheep dip and yards.
There were quite a few holding paddocks arour.d the homestead and a couple of fences to cut the island in three. We put
one of them up. l t was only a mile long because of the way the
main inlet went right into the i land.

THE SHEEP
There were about four-and-a-half thousand sheep on the
island, about half of them wethers. We kept the wether-; on one
l-ide of the dividing fence after we built it and the e\\C'l on the
other. But there was the best part of a thousand more wild
sheep there too and the wild rams caused us a good deal of
trouble. We must have had ever)' different breed of sheep on
that i land. The early sheep would have been l\lerinos or H alf66
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breds but I think R omney and Lincoln and Corriedalc rams had
all been used at one time or another. \\'hen I was there there'd
been no rams taken down for ten }Car.. We just u ed to sort
out the best looking ram lambs when they came in and cut the
rest.

The sheep were very bad with hydatids. It was the ha rdest
thing in the world to get a decent liver- the worst I've ever
seen, and the lympho WC\! something terrible. T he big boils
would break open on the nanks of the sheep. I don't think
there was any active footrot but the feet used to grow like boats,
though, on the peat. Without a word of a lie the feet of the
wild sheep were sometimes eight inchc long a nd they'd grown
out and turned round. When you clipped their toenails and let
them go it was the funniest thing you ever saw- the} ' d run a way
with their feet going right up past their cars.
W e had a fairly set pattern of work fo r the year- at least,
that is, when the weather would let us. \Ve didn't go round the
sheep at la mbing. There were no horses, it was all walking,
and since the ewes were separated from the \\·ethers only in the
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last year we were there, it would have been hopeless to think of
lambing them. We marked most of the lambs at shearing time
but the lambing percentage wasn't very high. I'd say about
thirty to forty per cent was all we'd get. The ewes were lambing
practically all the year round with the wild rams, and the lambs
had quite a lot of natural enemies. Although we had no wild
dogs or pigs there were "sea hens''--big brown birds (skuas)
that used to get down on quite a few lambs. We killed them if
we could. They'd dive at you and you could hit them with a
good stick.
We'd start shearing about J anuary but the weather was so
wet that you might take a cut in off the hill today, they'd get
wet on the way in, and it could be three weeks before you got
them shorn. Sometimes with bad weather you might start a
muster and then not get back again for a week or ten days and
have to straggle all the block you'd done before. It wasn't
always like that though, but T never shore a really dry sheep all
the time I was there.
The rainfall wasn't exceptionally high. It would be about
50 or 60 inches a year. But there were often sort of sudden
squalls and a lot of sea fog. Sometimes you could have a beautifu l clear day and then a heavy squall would come in from the sea
and that would be that. We got very strong winds with these
squalls but otherwise there didn't seem to be much more wind
than you'd get in the south of New Zealand itself.
The sheep were mostly good shearing- clean, soft-cutting
sheep. We four did the shearing ourselves and now and again
I managed over a hundred a day. We could be shearing two to
three months all told- if we had a good run with the weather
we got done in good time but mostly it was a long-drawn-out
business.
There was a good woolprcss and the last season I was there
we were running short of woolpacks so we took the false bottom
out of it and gave the big old packs the full length of the box.
The bales were all over 4 cwt. We shore fairly heavy fleeces by
the standards of those days and quite a few doubles because the
year before, when we couldn't get down, the two Warrens had
been able to shear only about 900 of the 3000 or 4000 sheep on
the island.
There were all kinds of wool, fin e and coarse. There was a
bit of cotting in the fleeces, mainly in the coarse ones, though.
Most of the wool was every bit as good as New Zealand wool, if
not better, but the inbred sheep- the bush shcep--had a fine,
fluffy sort of wool and not much of that. T here were also the
ones that had got away before-some of them had their fleeces
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Salvaging Timber from the
Wrecked Launch

Har ry Warren's Turn as Cook
Photos: A. Stitnre

trailing on the ground. We sometimes used to catclh them on
the muster if we could a nd "bag shear'· them. We pressed about
60 bales each shearing and took out about 120 bales altogether
when we finall y left.
We'd turn the sheep back after shearing and muster them
in again in the fall for dipping. T his muster wouldn't take
much m ore than 10 days because the lambs were bigger and we
didn't have to wait for the sheep to dry this time. We used to
use Robertson's powder dip, I remember. We didn' t wean the
lambs because there was nowhere to wean them to anyway.
We'd put the rams out after the dipping but didn't go near the
sheep again from then until the hearing muster.

SEALING
M ost of the winter we spent sealing. The owners had the
right to take 400 skins a year. We'd go down the ledges on a
rope to get at the fur seals under the cliffs which were up to 800
feet high. One bluff was I 00 feet straight down. \Ve were all
new chums at skinning seals and pretty slow a nd awkwa rd at the
job. We'd pull ourselves back up the cliffs on the ropes carry-·
ing the skins in sacks on our backs. T he skins weighed only
a bout 2-3lbs each. When we got them back we'd salt them
down in barrels.
T here were a lot of seals a nd sea lions, sea elephants and sea
leopards on the isla nd. It was nothing unusual to find a sea
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elephant lying right up on the veranda h of the cottage at night.
'We saw quite a few whales too, even in the inlet itself, and here
a nd there around the coast there were these trypot boilers still
sitting there, a nd the found a tions of old whaling huts. At one
place there was the remains of a big whaling station. We
sometimes used one shed as a back hut when mustering.
On the way down we had called in a t Port R oss in the
Auckla nd Isla nds, though nobody lived there then. There were
quite a few graves, some of them of fellows wrecked on the
Adams Isla nd. I think they had been the survivors of the wreck
of the "Dundonald." We cleaned the gra ves-you know how
superstitious sailors a re, they reckoned it was their duty. There
were a few graves on Campbell Island too. You have probably
heard of the legend of the Scottish princess who was deliberately
marooned on the island. There was a grave by the remains of
an old hut tha t we knew as hers, with quite a bit of heather
growing by it and the only flax bush on the island.
T here was also another grave with an iron cross on it and
an inscription reading "Remember Your Sleeping Brother." We
fou nd two other graves too, one of them with beach stones
around it, after we had burned off the tussock once. The cross
had fallen down a nd we couldn' t tell what had been written on
it.

THE LONG WAIT
As I told you we wen t down in August 1929 with enough
food for a year. We mustered the sale wethers in for the boat
in March a~ we'd been told to do but it didn't come. We held
the sheep in the holding paddocks; there was plenty of feed and
we just shifted "them from one paddock to a nother.
We didn't wor ry to any great extent when no boat camewe always expected one to come in any day. When we'd left
to go down it looked as though the Russians were going to start
a fight and we thought there must have been a war on. We
didn't have a radio. So we held the sheep in until about J une
a nd then let them go. Eventually we shore two seasons there
and still no boat came down to relieve us. W e just carried on
the same each year a nd took the sheep down to the jetty again
next Ma rch and once more turned them out in J une~J une
1931 tha t is. Wha t had ha ppened was that with the slump, the
price of wool had dro pped so low tha t the stock firm didn' t
reckon the wool would be worth enough to send a boat down for
it. We were told la ter tha t people were writing to the pa pers
saying the Government should send a boat for us but the Government said it was none of their business.
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Before I was there, Norwegian whaling boats going south
used to call and collect about 400 sheep to freeze on the way
down for stores, and would call again on the way back for more.
But somethjng went wrong-perhaps they'd had some tough
ones rung on to them. They never came back and that was
another disappointment to us too.

R oyal Albatross Chick with Arthur Warren in Background
Photo: A. Sp<11ce

SHORT OF FOOD
When the steamer didn' t turn up that first March and the
months went by, we realised that we'd have to start rationing
ourselves. Some of our stores started to run out. I wouldn' t
like to say how long we were out of tinned milk and Aour but
it would be a good twelve months I suppose. For a while we
used to grind up split peas and rice and sago with a mincer and
make porridge out of it, and we baked a sort of doughboy from
it too. Eventually, even with rationing, we cut out of that.
We had tea and sugar right to the last and plenty of salt which
we'd brought for salting skins. And of course there was the
mutton. We ate it in every way it was possible to do mutton.
We did our last shearing on mutton and tea alone. I n fact we.
had nothing much but mutton for the last eight months. We
used to catch the blood and make blood puddings for a change
but the livers were useless. We even ate shags. But we never
killed an albatrek"5-we were very kind to the albatross. We
were rather proud of him. Our island was his main nesting
ground. T he other chaps tried seal meat but I didn't like it
m uch- it was a bit like steak with a fishy tasle. We used to
catch rock cod in summer with a line. We couldn' t grow vege71

lables- the Warrens had tried before but they didn't grow and
the rats got what did.
There were rats all over the island.
Vile did kill a couple of wild cattle though and packed the beef
in the seven miles on our backs. We were told that years
ago pigs were put on the island for food for castaways but they
must have died out.
Jn spite of the lack of variety in our food we never got sick.
We didn't even get a common cold. Jack and Arthur hadn't
had a cold for 13 months before we came, but they got
one off the sailors from the ship that brought us. We got soaking wet almost every day. I don't think there was one really dry
day all the time I was there. If you didn't get wet from the sky
you got wet from those Campbell Island lilies. I t was like walking through a paddock of big wet turnips. I'm quite convinced
now you can get a cold only off somebody else- you can' t get
it yourself.
The weather wasn' t really cold and the snow never lay to
any depth. The worst we had lay only about a week at the
homestead just before we came off, but it wasn' t much more
than three inches. It stayed on the hills longer in the winter
though.
We had no accidents except once when I went to castrate
a big old brush ram and it kicked and the knife went through
my hand. But it got better. Jack Warren dislocated his ankle
once jumping off a bank when mustering. He found himself
stranded in the creek bed and us well away. So he turned his
foot round and hit it with the palm of his hand and it went
back in again. But his leg was black for weeks.
Luckily we had plcnty of tob::cco--Welcome Nugget plug
and big round tins of Capstan. There was a large box of it.
We didn' t have to ration ourselves for tobacco but the funny
thing was we'd talked about doing just that only the night before
the boat came in. We reckoned if we were going to knock off we"d
have to do it gradually. We ran out of matches early on. We
made our own out of brown paper and sulphur and you could
strike a Rint stone and steel and get a spark.
Our kerosene ran out too but we found we could make
candles from tallow.
Even with things getting a bit tough at times, we got on
great together. There were never any disputes or arguments.
Terribly nice fellows they were.
There wasn' t a great deal of other work you could do to
fill in the time when you weren't with the sheep, but for the
two years we were there we didn' t know the rest of the world
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A Wild Ram in the Dip Draining
Pens

The ·' Tamatca" Loading Wool
from the Punt

existed. We always seemed lo be making or patching something. Our clothes fell to bits and we just had to patch the old
things up that we had. We were like scarecrows bul there was
nobody there to see us anyway.
I t was hard on boots too, and mine broke open with the
wet. l n t he end I had to make a pair of my own. Luckily,
there was a book on bootmaking amongst all the rc.<.t and I
fou nd out how to ma ke them from it. I used seal-hide skin for
the leather and sewed them up with cobblers' wax and thread
from our stores.
There were plenty of books to read, and I read books there
that I'd never have thought of reading anywhere else. There
was an old gramophone with records, and we wore the spots off
the playing cards until they were uselcr . \\'e made a :,callywag
set out of scraps of wood and balls prc."Sed into sha pe with
tar, and held competitions, too.

THE RESCUE
One dav in the ~larch when we"d been there 18 or 20
months, J ack' set out for the old whaling station to get a barrel to
put seal skins in. When he climbed out above lhc homestead,
he saw seven Norwegian chasers lying in a bay in the shelter of
the island. He stood and he looked at these chasers. Thev were
right out of ~ight of the homestead "here the} were but he
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thought one of them would be going round to the harbour to
load our wool for sure. He could have signalled them easily
with three fires. H e didn't, and when he got his barrel and
climbed back to the ridge-it was a seven-mile walk-the boats
were right away out on the horizon. By cripes, he was popular!
We were all out mustering on the back of Filhol Peak when
the boat finally came in. It was August 1931. I think from
memory it was a Sunday. We were four or five miles away
from the homestead. I saw these two, Arthur and H arry, running up through the sheep and wondered what had happened.
They told us a boat was on the way in. Jack and Arthur went
on home and H arry and I gathered up some sheep for mutton
and dog tucker and drove them back.
The steamer, the old "Tamatea," had been out for 16 days
from l nvercargill and was out of tucker too! They'd expected
to get some from us!
They' d sheltered near the Auckland
Islands from a big storm and then hadn't been able to get bearings from the sun and had gone away south of us. They came
in and landed and saw no launch ( you 'lJ remember it was
wrecked ) and no dogs. They reckoned we must have tried to
get back to New Zealand and foundered. But at the homestead
they found the range was still warm and the clock ticking so
they knew we must be somewhere about.
They took us on board and gave us a feed of what they
had. About the only thing we had left was a packet of cornflour we'd kept in case someone took crook.
The weather was bad and we didn' t leave until the Thursday. The actual loading of the wool took us only two or three
hours, but we also had to cart fresh water to the ship. We filled
the punt three times with water and took it out to the ship's
side and they pumped it into their tanks with their own pumps.
It was a terrible rough trip back. The captain said it was the
worst he' d known in 37 years. Jt was so bad that I lost some
dogs drowned and they'd been tied up high on the boat deck.
It wasn't worrying me. I was as sick as a dog myself.
When we finally got to Bluff the captain signed the crew
off. But during the night he found the boat was sinking at the
wharf with the pounding which the wool bales in its holds had
given it. So he had to dig some of his crew out of bed and sign
them on again to go back to the ship and pump it out.
The final irony was that they only got enough for their
wool, in the end, to barely pay for the boat going down to get it.
There was nothing left over for the Warrens or for me. I spent
about three months trying to get my wages out of the stock firm
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but I gave it up in the end. The old solicitor saitl, " It's a blue
duck, but you've had a holiday for nothing!"
Nothing?-450 quid it cost me and that'd be nearer £1,500
today. Well, I ask you-what would you have said?

TWO NEW POST-DRIVERS
J . G. Hughes
In th e September, 1966, issue of the Review, six post-drivers then on
th e market were described. Two more machines have now come to my
notice.

( l ) Donald's Post-Driver
Made by Dona ld Presses Ltd., M asterton. Price $280, freigh t
paid to nearest ra ilway station. Linkage moumed.
The tranor p.t.o. sha ft drives a twin V pulley. S lar k V belts
pass around thi s and a noth er twin V pulley d irectly connected to
a winch drum. A wire rope from th e winc h passes ove r the top
or the column a nd down to a "monkey.'' Wh en a hand lever forces
a j ockey pulley against the V-be lts, tighten ing them over th e
pulleys, the winch winds in the rope and the ''monkey" rises. When
the jockey pulley is re leased the "monkc)•" drops and drive~ the
post.
W eight of "monkcy" -3Y2cwt .
Drop to top of 6ft post-3ft !Oin.
Has post guide bracket
Ha5 cog and rackb:ir rapid - levelling
device and spiritlcvcl tub:::s.
Ilas stainlcs5 steel
ru le to show post
length.
Donalds also make
321b and 47 1b tubular hand post-drivers.

D onald's
PostDriver
Plt oto:

f.

Bar1011
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(2 ) Park Automatic Post-Driver

111 I

Made b)' Park Bros., Goodwood, PalmeNton, Oiago. Price
$350 freight paid. This i'> the only fully automatic po,t-dri\'er
known LO be on the market. Linkage mounted.
The tractor p.t.o. shaft ro1:11rs a pulley, and V-brlu passing
around it in turn dri\'e another pulley. This pullc) is fixed to a
sprocket ''hich has a roller chain passing around it, and around
another sprocket mounted lo" rr in the casing of the driver. As
the chain rotaies, a pin fixed to it risl's and catchr' a lu~ on the
"monke> ." The .. monkci ,. ri,c•.. When the pin has reached the
top of its 1ra\el it pa'-SC'- awa> over the top sprocket, and
release' thr "monkey·• "hich fall.. and drives the po\t. Evcncuall)' thl' pin come~ around the bou om sprocket and pick> up the
'·monkey" agai11. The action i ~ tht'n repeated. The V-hclt drive
to the top sproc ket absorb' most of 1he shock load.

11

Park
Automatic
PostDrivcr
Phottt: />arl Rrtu.

\\'eight of .. monkei "- 2Yzewt.
Drop to top of 6ft po>t-about 2f1 6in.
J\'umber of blo"'s p('r minutC'- about 60, but variab le'.
One lc\'cr controls drop, o r stop' driw :rnd locks "monkC)'."
Xo post damp-but bar supplied to tnie-up pos t ''hill' clrivin~ .
• pccial hi~h "monkc\.. can he 'upplicd for cattlryard po h.

McDowell Post-Drivers. These arr no'' made by Burnett'~ M otors,
Ashburton.
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